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MSU policy unlikely
to change after ruling
From AP, Staff Reports
Murray Lodger & Times

MURRAY. KY

TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
TIRANA, Albania — A local
leader of the opposition Democratic Party and two other people were shot and killed today
during an impromptu antiCommunist demonstration in a
northern town, opposition officials said.

STATE
MENDERSON, Ky. — A
23-year-old man apparently shot
his wife and mother-in-law
before turning the gun on himself as his mother watched.
police said Monday.

SPORTS
DALLAS — It's one thing to be
the son of Nolan.Ryan, but quite
another to receive the limelight
usually reserved for the Texas
Rangers' 44-year-old star pitcher. But 18-year-o:d Reid Ryan is
holding up well, considering all
the media hoopla focused on
him leading up to tonight's
exhibition game between the
Rangers and the Texas
Longhorns.

BUSINESS

•

...

NEW YORK — -The economy
again showed signs of life in
March although it remained in
the throes of recession, a widely
followed survey of purchasing
executives showed.

FORECAST
Increasing cloudincts tonight.
Lows 45 to 50. Southeast wind
10 mph. Cloudy and mild with a
50 percent chance of showers
Wedn8day. Hjghs 65 to 70.

LAKE LEVELS

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 2. 1991

Murray State University will
likely refuse to change its policy of
not releasing students names along
with police reports — at least not
until legal review — despite a Missouri ruling which ruled campus
police reports should remain open.
The school is awaiting analysis
of a March 13 ruling by a federal
judge in Missouri that said withholding students' names from
police reports was unconstitutional,
according to Anita Lawson, assistant to the president for institutional planning.
Lawson said the Missouri decision "has no jurisdiction (in Kentucky) and won't affect our policy"
which was changed in April of
1990 to exclude students' names
from released reports.
"We will need to study any
developments before we change
our policy." Lawson said.
NISU's attorney James Overby,
who is reviewing the ruling. was
out of town and unavailable for
comment.
NISU administration claimed that
releasing the names of students in
the reports violated the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy
Act, better known as the Buckley
Amendment for its sponsor, former
Sen. James L. Buckley, R-N.Y.
The amendment is designed to
protect the privacy of students and
.their parents. It specifically protects student academic records,
including information about financial aid and scholastic probation.
The Education Department has
also taken a strict interpretation of

Tater Day talk

,the Buckley Amendment and wrote
schools in February telling them
that they violated the afnendment
by releasing the names.
The interpretation by the department is in response to questions
from many schools about the Nlissour: ruling .and its use as a possible precedent, Lawson said.
Critics of withholcling_informalion about student crime argue that
the law does not include police
records.
Western Kentucky University is
continuing to release. campus crime
reports. despite the order from the
Education Department. Patel Bunch,
director of the department of public
safety, said Vs'KU was reviewing
the Education Department's interpretation of the amendment.
In the ruling, Judge Russell G.
Clark said that campus crime
reports were not part of educational
records.
The ruling is binding only in the
Western District of Missouri. but it
could be cited as precedent in other
cases, legal experts said.
"Yt-fhat opinion were some brilliantiv reasoned compelling document. It might convince us to
rethink our position." said John
D2rsie. legal adviser for the University of Kentucky, which decided
March 4 to discontinue releasing
students names in police reports.
"As of this moment we, have no
plans to revise our policies just
because of the Missouri opinion."
Even before the order from the
Education Department, the Kentucky attorney general's office
ruled that schools have the right to Food, fun, friendship and ilags **ere in abundance Wilda)
during
Benton's annual Tater Day testis itie. 1 housands enjosed excellent
(Contsd on page 2)
weather conditions during the day., Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

'St. Stupid'
celebrated
in festivity
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
madcaps and numbskulls
chanting "I know, I know but, you
know, you never know." tossed
pennies in wild abandon as they
marched through the financial district Monday in honor of St.
Stupid.
About 200 people dressed up as
clowns, a variety of animals and
even a green Statue of Liberty' for
the 13th St. Stupid's Day Parade.
an annual April Fools frolic.
Even the irreverent procession's
future was the subject of joking.
Founder and organizer Ed Holmes
winked and said the parade's 1992
edition "would be the next to the
last."
St. Stupid is the make-believe
patron of civilizations and parking
meters.
A bemused lunchtime crowd
watched Holmes. the selfproclaimed head of the First
Church of the Last Laugh, recite
the St. Stupid's Day anthem with
his followers: "I know, I know. but
you know, you never know."
Then the marchers paid tribute to
the finar_lal district by throwing
pennies oy the bundle.
"This is about the business of
religion and the religion of buiness," Holmes said.
It's also about having fun and
not taking one's self or job too
seriously'.
Dr. Sharon Paltin, a family practice physician at Santa Rosa's
Community Hospital. scheduled
her vacation so she could be in the
parade. She dubbed herself "Sharon Sharcalike" and became a
(Conl'd on page 2)

Minimum-wage workers fear raise already spent
for a full-time worker:
It's the second step of a two-part
increase Congress enacted in 1989
CHARLESTON, W.Va. — after a long battle with the
Bush
Minimum-wage earners say there's administration. The first step
took
little reason to celebrate a 45-cent- effect a year ago, when the federal
per-hour raise. The money is minimum wage went from 53.35
an
already spent.
hour to S3.80. It was the first
"Everything else went up, so increase in nearly a decade.
you're not going to see the differWorkers say they won't see
ence," said 23-year-old Melissa much of the raise once taxes and
Waters, a cashier at Tudor's Bis- bills take their bite.
cuit World.
"You still can't live on it," said
At least 3 million American Jeff Harper, 20, as he rang up cusworkers got a raise .Monday that tomers at an Arby's in Charleston.
pushed their wage to $4.25 an hour He works at two fast-food chains
— an increase of about $18 a week and said he plans to get a third job
By LAURA REHRMANN

Associated Press Writer

at a toy store.
In Mobile, Ala., a 1 percent
increase in'the local sales tax went
intp effect the same day the minimum wage rose.
"Once. somebody gets a little
more in their pocket, they get a
little more taken out," said Kevin
Larrabec, an assistant manager of
5hossbiz Pizza Place in Mobile.
In better economic times, an
increase at the bottom rung of the
wage ladder could be expected to
bump up the .salaries of workers
already above the minimum wage.
But employers say that won't happen this time.

Poster girls

In fact, business owners say they
will have to counteract the increase
in labor costs with layoffs, shortened hours or higher prices.
Lester Kurtz, vice president of
the New Jersey' Business and
Industry Association. said the minimum ,.v..age increase "is going to
force some employers to reconsider
adding people and mechanize as
much as possible."
Labor contends the latest
increase still falls v..c.11 short of
what workers need to stay out of
poserty. The annual income for a
full-time minimum-wage worker is
below the federal poverty' line for a

family of three.
The AFL-CIO has already. called
for increasing the base wage to
55.75 an hour by April 1994,
which would raise it to its historical level of about half the average
hourly wage. U.S. hourly workers
earn an average of $10.20 an hour.
Jim Moore. who earns $3 a car
at Mountaineer Hand Wash in
Charleston, said the minimum
wage, which still is too low, should
have been raised a long time ago..
"I don't see how' it's going
help.' he said, "because gas has
gone up, food has gone up."
to-

Iraq warned about troops

Kentucky Lake
356.8, +1.0. below 328.3, +0.6
Barkley Lake
356.9, +1.0, below 333.9, +0.1

By GEORGE ESPER
AP Special Correspondent

INI)EX
One Section - 14 Pages
Classifieds
12. 13
Comics
12
Crosswords
8
Dear Abby
7
Dr. Gott
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,9
Horoscope
7
Murray Today
6, 7
Obituaries
8
On Education
5
Perspective
. 4
Sports
10, 11
Subscribers who have not
receibed their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular dace hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

50-CENTS

Area Recycling Committee members Barbara Brown (left), Ester James and Ruth Jacquot (seated),
inspect and prepare a battery operated questionnaire board for use in an ARC exhibit at "Spiingtime in
the Park" actiyities April 13. The group will pro‘ide information nn recycling opportunities. composting
and other waste-sa%ing practices.
Staff photo by Mark Cooper

RIYADH. Saudi Arabia — Iraqi soldiers have moved into allied controlled territory within 1.000 meters of the Kuwaiti-Iraqi border and have
been warned to leave, U.S. military commanders said today.
It was the first such reported incident since the cease-fire that halted
fighting in the Persian Gulf War.
"We anticipate this matter will be resolved peacefully and quickly and
the Iraqi military will comply as requested to move these soldiers onto
their side of the demarcation line," the U.S. Centra Command said in a
statement.
The command said that in the past few days. U.S.and Kuwaiti forces
have observed an undetermined number of Iraqi soldiers "in and around
two buildings within 1,000 meters of the Kuwaiti-Iraqi border."
It said the soldiers were this inside what has been designated alliedcontrolled territory'.
Iraqi military officials in the town of Um Qasr were notified and
reminded of their obligation to keep 1,000 meters from the border, the
command said.
Iraqi and American troops eyeball each other across the demarcation
line and the only shooting thus far has been between Saddam Hussein's
forces and Iraqi resistance fighters in areas of southern Iraq including Um
Qasr.
The town of 6,000 is surrounded by troops of the U.S. 3rd Armored
Division. It is dig site of a naval base including docks, loading cranes,
warehouses, railroad facilities and military barracks.
"The war is over now and we are friends," an Iraqi officer at a military checkpoint in Urn Qasr told a reporter recently.
U.S. troops are allowing Iraqi soldiers, after searching them, to pass
through a barbed-wire roadblock in a water truck because the Iraqis' only
source of fresh water is on the U.S. side of the demarcation line.
Some American troops at the border have described the Iraqis as being
intimidated by the II S. nrecence.
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Gorman campaigns to fight cr

I

By MARY LAYTON

•

Murray Lodger & Times Stan
Writer

Fighting crime and reforming the
finance system in Kentucky are
among the issues Chris Gorman is
basing his campaign for Attorney

Chris Gorman

General.
As part of his campaign for the
Democratic nomination for Attorney General, Gorman held a press
conference Monday at the George
Weaks Community Center.
While campaigning throughout
Calloway County, Gorman was
accompanied by County Attorney
and supporter David Harrington
along with other friends and supporters in the county.
In an effort to fight crime, Gorman plans to establish Operation
Cooperation — a networking system between the Attorney General's office, the 11 division directors
and the various commonwealth and
county attorneys.
Operation Cooperation would
permit attorneys and social agencies be better exchange up-to-date
information concernitig issues such
as drug abuse, ands,. spouse and
child abuse. '
Gorman also intends to take a
tough stance on crime.
"We'd like to change the law to
make it clear that those individuals
selling substantial amounts of

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
To Better Serve You
Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
or 753-4110

(Coned from page 1)
green Statue of Liberty with-,
red

COmmOs-wF_ALTH OF KENTUCKY

AUDITOR
OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS

arms.

DOB BABE:A_ E

-c the Peope of Kentucky
Hororat'e Wallace G. Wilkinson, Gove
rnor
'ro'crate George H. Neaks,
County Judge/Executive
memte -s of the Calloway County Fisc
al Court
Independent Auditor's Report
we nave audited the statemen
t of assets, liabilities, and
fund balances
ar's'-g from cash transactions
of Calloway County, Kentucky, as
of June 30,
a-1 the related statement
of cash receipts, cash disbursement
s, and
s - a - ges
casn balances for the year then
e"ded. These financial state-e-s a -e tne responsibility
of the Calloway County Fiscal Cour
t. Our
ty is to express an opinion on t'es
e financial statements base
d
.e conducted our audit in acco
rdance with generally accepted
government
standards and the Audit Guid
e for County Governments issu
ed by the
of Public Accounts,75Wionwealth
of Kentucky. Those standard
s
tnat we plan and perform the
autt to =talc reasonable assuranc
acct wnether the financial stat
e
ernent,s are free of material
misstatement.
A- audit includes examinin
g, on'a test basis,, evidence supporti
ng the
amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. An audi
t also includes
assess7ng tne accounting principl
es
used
and
sign
ificant estimates made by
Ta - age-ert, as we 71
as evaluating the overall fina
ncial statement
.:'ese - tatIon. We be'leve that
our audit provides a reasonable
basis for our
.-.a . loway County, Kentucky, prep
ares its financial statemen
pre::- ced basis of accounti
ts on a
ng that demonstrates complian
ce with the
cas - o!c's and laws of Kentucky
, which Isla comprehensiv
e basis of account'";
:t-e" t-a" generally acce
pted accounting principles. Cons
equently, certain
reve".es and the related asse
ts are recognized when received
rather than
whee ea-ned, and certain expe
nses are recognized when paid
rather than when
a "azility is incurred. This
cash basis system does not requ
ire the mainten.":e of a general fixe asse
d
t group or general long-ter
m debt group ,of
asc:.-ts. Accordingly, the
accompanying financial stat
ements are not
'ne-oed to present financia
l position and resu'ts of oper
ations in
cs-'s-m'ty with generally acce
pted accounting principles.
I' cu" opinion, the accompanying
financial statements present
in all material resp
fairly,
ects, the assets, liabilities,
and fund balances arising
from cash transactions of Call
oway County, Kentucky, as of
June 30, 1990,
ars' the related statement of
cash receipts, cash disburse
ments, and changes
In cash balances for the
year then ended, In conformi
ty with the cash
accounting basis described
above.
Or audit was made for the
purpose of forming an opinion
on the financial
statements of Calloway Coun
ty, Kentucky, taken as a whol
e. The accompanying
additional information, prov
ided on Schedules A through E, incl
uding
the schedule of federal financia
l assistance is presented for
purposes
of additional analysis and is
not a required part of the fina
ncial
statements. This information
has been subjected to tests
and other audit
procedures applied in the audi
t of the financial statements and,
in our
opinion, is fairly presented
in all material respects in
relation to the
financial statements taken as
a whole.
As required by Government Audi
ting Standards issued by the Comp
General of the United States,
troller
we have reported on the coun
ty's financial
statements (page 1), internal cont
rol structure (page 22), and
compliance
with laws and regulations (pag
e 24).
The county has shown marked
improvement over prior years
in both its
accounting procedures and comp
liance policies. We wish to
commend the
county for its efforts and
urge that these improvements be maintain
ed.
Sincerely,
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NICOSIA, Cyprus— The Iraqi
media predicted today that troops loyal
to Saddam
Hussein would stamp out the
Kurdish
rebellion in northern Iraq within
the next
few days The newspaper
of the ruling
Beath Party • said Kurdish areas
would be
purged of rebels in i few days
and that
• some,poritical autonomy would
later be
granted the region, the official
Iraqi News
Agency said The collapse of Kurdi
sh
resistance' in major urban cente
rs like
Erbil Dchuk and Zakho indic
ates
resistance was crumbling and "they the
know
their inevitable end is near," the
agency
quoted the newspaper Al-Thawra
as
ing The agency report was monit sayored in
Cyprus Kurdish rebel leaders
insisted
pockets of resistance were holdi
ng out
'Also tbday, the Anatolia news
agency of
Turkey said 17 foreign journalist
s fled
northern Iraq on Monday The
agen
reported the journalists said an unide cy
ntified reporter was killed and
two others
were injured in clashes between
rebels
and loyalist troops The report said
some
of the journalists swam a river to reach
Turkey Those who reached
Turkey
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Here are Monday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
4-8-2 (four, eight, two)
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BANGKOK, Thailand — Burmese warp
lanes killed at least 20 civilians in bomb
mg raids aimed at guernllas living in jungles near the Thai border, officials of the
Karen rebel movement said Monday The
villagers in Mepa, about 180 miles east
of Rangoon. the Burmese capital, died
during raids over the last week that
also
led about 1.000 people to flee into the
jungle. said a guerrilla official who spok
e
on condition of anonymity Guerrillas
of
the minority Karen ethnic group have
been fighting for greater autonomy withi
n
Burma since the country became independent from Britain in 1948
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BOGOTA — Color•tbian and Venezuelan
authorities have broken up a major nar
cotics ring with ties to the region s
cocaine cartels police said Monday
Bogota's police chief, Col Lots Felipe
Montenegro, said security forces inrecent days arrested 10 leaders of the
ring, which allegedly smuggled cocaine
into the United States and the Caribbean
for the past decade Montenegro's
announcement came a day after police
seized and destroyed 15,200 pounds of
cocaine belonging to the ring

FREE Inspection
Belts - Windshield Wipers
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CHILE
SANTIAGO — Several hundred righti
sts
took to the streets in anger, some shout
ing demands for a military coup after
the
assassination of an opposition senator
who was a leading figure in the Chile
an
right Sen Jaime Guzman was
gunned
down on Monday by two men as he
left Catholic University in Santiago, wher
e he
was a law professor ,
BELIZE CITY - A small airpl
ane
crashed in the Caribbean on
Monday
killing the pilot and all seven
Americans
aboard, an aviation official said
Chief
Civil Aviation Officer Luigi Zeldi
ver said
the- names of the victims woul
d not be
released until their families were notifi
ed
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RUSSIA
MOSCOW — Shoppers confronted
with
stiff increases in government-co
ntrolled
prices dug deep into their pockets
today
and many despaired that they would
no
longer be able to feed their
families
Price tags were marked up overnight
for
roughly half the goods in Soviet store
s in
an attempt to narrow the long
negle
gap between the prices the gove cted
rnment
charges consumers and rising produ
ction
costs It was the governments most
sive step in the area in 30 years anddecitotlowed a grim winter of food short
ages
Pro -democracy activists criticize
- the
increases as skirting what they consider
the only effective strategy for lifting
the
country from economic malaise — a swift
move to a tree market system Acros
s
the vast country prices doubled for milk
and tripled for meat Bread the staple of
the Soviet diet was as much as lour
times as expense

IRAQ

ADVANTAGE:

•

SA
— An explosion apparently
caused by a gas leak ripped
through a
four-story, low-income housing
project
Monday morning, leaving two
dead and
18 injured, authorities said
The explosion flattened three floors of
the building
and destroyed 16 apartments

ROERMOND — One of four defen
dants
was found guilty today of killin
g two Australian tourists in what the IRA
was a botched attempt to strikeadmitted
British
soldiers His three co-defenda
nts were
found innocent of murder and
conspiracy
charges but immediately rearrested on
German extradition requests
Immediately after the verdict. a Dutch
court sentenced the convicted man. Gerar
d Harte,
to 18 years in prison _Hart
e's lawyer.
Marie-Louise Hegeman, said
the verdict
would be appealed
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Put'ic Accounts, 125 Capitol Annex, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601.
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PARIS — France said today
that it is
demanding that the U N Secur
ity Council
act quickly to end the massacre
of Kurdish and Shiite Muslim rebels and
bombarded by Saddam Husse civilians
in s elite
Republican Guard Foreign
Ministry
spokesman Daniel Bernard
said that,
France, a permanent memb
er of the
council, would take up the
issue today
with fellow council members
and U N
Secretary General Javier
Perez de
Cuellar

GERMANY

Includes

presented to the fiscal court
and Vs published pursuant to KRS 43.090(2).
Copies of the complete audit report, including the acco
mpanying financial statements and
additional Information, are available upon requ
est by contacting the State Auditor of

••.

•

FRANCE

BERLIN — The terrorist Red
tion today claimed responsibi Army Faclity for the
assassination of Detlev Rohw
edder, who
led the agency that is
restructuring the
troubled economy of forme
r East Germany
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The above transmittal letter accompanied the audi
t report
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tions between London and Tehr
an -I am
still in a state of shock.'
the gaunt
55-year-old oil marketing execu
tive said
on arrival at Heathrow Airport

SPRING SERVICE
SAVINGS

1.

Bob Babbage
Auditor of Publ

:

"Actually clowning and medi
cine go very well together,"
she
said. "Humor is tery healing.
"
Holmes said he launched the
parade in 1979 for the heck of
it.
"Scientists say the most prevalent element in the universe
is
hydrogen. That's wrong. Stupidity
is.** Holmes said.
'It reminds me a lot of my
office,'' said spectator Carl Gerdes.
who works at the federal appeals
court. "But they seem more organized than the court does."
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TIRANA, Albania (AP) — A
opposition said the local party
local leader of the opposition
ans Committee, a Communist front
crowd outside Democratic
leade
r, Arben Broci, was shot in
Democratic Party and two other
organization, won one.
Party
head
the
back
as he tried to calm the
people were shot and killed today
Runoff elections will be held crow quarters to disperse. The
d did not leave
during an anti-Communist demon- crowd.
next Sunday' and April 14 for 19
It
was
the
first
viol
ence
tied to
stration in a northern Albanian
other seats.
the small Balkan country's first
Gene Pollo, spokesman for
town, officials said.
In the capital of Tirana, riot
the
mult
i-par
Demo
cratic Party, said Brod.
ty
elect
ions
in
more than
The Interior Ministry confirmed
police with plastic shields, helmets
the
60
Shko
years. In Tirana today, officials
dra Democratic Party lead
reports by the opposition Democraand batons tried to persuade a
er,
released final results of Sunday's
was shot in the back
tic Party that three people were
elections.
killed during the protest in ShkodThe Party of Labor — the offira. It said 23 people — 12 police
cial
name of the Communists —
and 11 civilians — were injured.
won
162 of the 250 seats,, the CenThe opposition quoted a doctor as
By The Associated Press
tral Election Commission reported.
saying up to 30 people were hurt.
That was in line with unofficial EN
The Interior Ministry claimed
GLAND
included journalists with the
results a day earlier.
Washington
LONDON — British businessman Roge
the anti-Communist protesters had
Post the Wall Street Journal,
r
ABC televi
Cooper. jailed in Iran on
The
Demo
crat
s
won
sion and Cable News Network
espionage
65 seats, an charges for
broken into party headquarters in
Anatolia
five
years
.
was
said 15 more journalists were
ethnic Greek minority party won Hew
released and
waiting to
Shkodra and set it afire. But the
home
His captivity had been
cross
three seats and- the 'National Veter- considered today
a hurdle to normalizing rela-

(Cont'd from page 1)
expected this summer.
deny access if they choose to do
Fielek said the department has
so.
asked the Justii.:e Department for
The Education Department has
guidance.
not decided whether the Missouri
"We've asked them to look at
%ling will affect its order to close
the decision in terms of praedent
i
the records. said Etta Fielek. What
legal action is n.ecessar.v.
spokeswoman for the Department
any." she said. "Right now we are
of Education.
telling schools that .they need
A ease pending in Calloway Circomply with the law."
c,..1 Court is directly challenging
Fielek said she thiped thj;
Kentucky's interpretation of the
schools were not using the .1-meri.4:open records law and the Buckley
ment to cover up campus ..rime
Amendment. According to attor"We are concerned wiai.
ne.t s in the case, a ruling is :he
safest possible entironmen: 0::
campus and as for the rnect,:::isit.
that is all going to be
now." she said.
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CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS '140
er.1\f",AND GARDEN TILLERS
—Prices To Fit Any
Chestnut St.

drugs to our children...would have leng
th of campaigns. He also
to serve mandatory sentences,"
have given 50, 60, 70 thousand
he believes that candidates should
ticing attorney for 22 years.
serving
said. "If we go through a jury trial
dolla
rs."
make better use of public television
15 years as an Assistant
and they are given 15 years, then rathe
Coun
Gor
ty
man
said
that
he is not critir than the commercial media
Attorney in Jefferson County.
we believe they should have
cizi
ng
He
any
indi
vidu
als
—
only
to
air their issues.
the
to
has served as a prosecutor
serve 15 years. We should mean
in the
A "real problem," Gorman said, system.
Coun
ty Attorney's Office and was
what we say."
"The
syst
em
need
s
to
be
changed
is the buying and selling of state
the Director of the Civil Divi
and the rules need to be the same
sion
Gorman said that this tough
government.
for
five years.
for
stance on crime will save mone
ever
ybod
y.
Sen.
Mike Moloney
"How we solve that is a little bit
y
In 1986, he was elected as Coun
has proposed a bill which would
rather than cost money in the futur
e simpler," he said. "We make the cap
ty Commissioner in Jeff
erson
it at S10,000 — that any corpobecause "the word will get out that law so that
if you want to contract
County. As a member of Fisca
in Kentucky, our prosecutors
l
the state government, neither you. ration's employees and family
are
Cour
t, Gorman has fought for
coul
going to be tough on crime and
d
not
give
more
than
nor
that
your spouse, nor your children
increased police patrols and prote
we have a prison system toug that or
amount if they wanted to do busicemployees can, as a total, give
h on
tion
, additional jail space. and
ness
crime."
with
the
state
."
more than a certain amount to a
Gorman, a native of Frankfort. reducing drug and alcohol abuse.
Gorman intends to limit the
gubernatorial campaign. We've got
Gorman is married to the form
amount of donations spent on camer
situations now where you've got received his undergraduate and law
Vick
i Beckman of Paducah and
degr
paigns in Kentucky as well as the
ees from the University of
corporations whose employees
they have two sons, Tyson. 19
Kentucky. He has served as a pracand
Jay, 15.
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MSU's Alumni Weekend set
"Charting a New Course. will be
the theme for Murray State University's annual Alumni Weekend April
26-28.
A special event during this years
Alumni Weekend festivities will be
the inauguration of Ronald J. Kurth as
the eighth president of Murray State
University at 2:30 p.m.. Saturday.
April 27 in Lovett Auditorium.
The traditional alumni banquet is
scheduled for 11:30 a.m., Saturday.
April 27 in the Curris Center ballroom. Tickets are S12.50 per person
and reservations should be made by
April 24. Reservations may bc secured by calling (502) 762-3737 or.
762-3023. The Distinguished Alumnus Award and Distinguished Professor Award will be presented at the
banquet.
The recipient of the Distinguished
Alumnus Award is Thomas D. Hutchens of Dallas. A 1961 graduate of
Murray State, he serves as president
of the men's division of J.C. Penny
Co. in Dallas. While at MSU. Hutchens was president of Sigma Chi
fraternity, vice president of the student council and a member of the
Dean's Advisory Council for the College of Business and Public Affairs.
The class of 1941 -w ill have a
chance to remember their college
days and talk to former classmates
during a coffee and reminiscence hour
beginning at 9:30 a.m.. Friday. April
26 on the third floor concourse of the
Curris Center.
Members of the class of 1941 will
be honored - at the Emeritus Club
luncheon at noon. Friday. April 26 in
the Curris Center ballroom. Dr. Forrest C. Pogue. class of 1931 and dlass
faculty adviser, will be the featured
speaker. The class of 1931 will also be
honored at the luncheon. Tickets cost
S7.50 per person and reservations
may he secured by calling (502)7623737 or (502) 762-304
Other events Friday. April 26
include:
- The thrid annual MUdball tournament, sponsored by the Student
Alumni Association will begin at
noon on the intramural field. Mudball
is a volleyball tournament played in
10 inches of mud. Registration fee is
$30 per team and the deadline for
registration is April 17.
- Tours of the Murray State
campus, conducted by Student Ambassadors. will begin at 2 p.m. from
the Curris Center.
- The MSU Spnng-Ctroral Concert
featuring John Rutter's "Gloria." with
the Concert Choir. University Chorale, Choral Union and brass ensembles. will be presented at 8 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium. Admission is
free.
- Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity will
host a social hour at 8 p.m. at the Pike
Lodge. Pike alumni and guests are
invited to attend.
Events Saturday. April 27 include:
- Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity will
sponsor a Fun Run or Kids beginning
at 8 a.m.. Saturcialy. The 5K run ill
benefit underpriviledged children in
the area. The entry fee is S10. For
additional information Call Kerry Colley at (502) 753-7636.
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LION DOLLAR
JEWELRY SALE
50%

25"0-50% OFF 30%
2
5
%
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F
30%-50% 25% OFF
264
40% OFF
OFF

•14KT GOLD CHAINS

•BETTER WATCHES FROM

OFF

•CULTURED PEARLS

BULOVAVCARAVELLE &
PULSAR" WATCHES

OFF

•FASHION JEWELRY

•GEMSTONES, INCLUDING
RUBIES SAPPHIRES,
BLUE TOPAZ & AMETHYST

•

Sale $6 to 41 25 Reg $8 to $50

•FASHION WATCHES

OFF

Sale excludes Swatch' watches

•JEWELRY BOXES
AND ARMOIRES

Remote VCR with on
sceen '8' per wk.
Remote 19" TV
$10°° per wk.

•14KT GOLD EARRINGS

•STERLING SILVER
•CHILDREN'S JEWELRY
•BASIC CHAINS
Sale $7 to $28 Reg $10 to $40

Quasar
Entertainment Center
$20' per wk.
-With this ad-
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"History of the Jackson Purchase
Before 1860" a non-credit community
education course sponsored by Murray State University. will be offered in
April and May on the University
campus.
.The course will be held four consecutive Tuesday nights - Apn I 16. 23.
30 and May 7 - from 6 to 7:30 p.m.
Conducted by Marcia Smith, adjunct
history' teacher at Murray State. the
course will follow the political, economic and social developments of the
Jackson Purchase in the 1800s.
The fee for the course is $40 per
person and $60 for couples. For more
information. call 762-4159 or 1-8(K)669-7654 outside Calloway County.

Or

•ri

FAIN INSURANCE

/ fir

Murray State
offering non-credit
history course

'RENT-TO-OWN

information

Johnson Theatre at 7 p.m., Saturday.
Admission is 'by season ticket or
general admission of$5 for adults and
$4 for students or senior citizens.
- The cap to the day's events will be
the Inaugural Ball beginn
ing at 9 p.m.
in the Curris Center ballroom. Sponsored by the MSU Department of
Music, the ball will honor Dr. and
Mrs. Ronald J. Kurth. Tickets arc $IO
per person and reservations may' be
secured by calling the Alumni Affairs
at (502) 762-3737. Black tie is optional.
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PERSPECTIVE

Washington Today

Lawmakers are learning
what's ethical, what's not
By LARRY MARGASAK

v

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — After investigating forme
r Speaker Jim Wright's
finances, Republican Whip Newt Gingrich's
book deal and Rep. Barney
Frank's relationship with a male prostitute.
the House ethics committee is
ready to practice some preventive medic
ine.
The committee will conduct clinics to give
lawmakers "the advice they
need to avoid ethical problems," the panel
's chairman. Rep. Louis
Stokes, said in a recent 'interview.
Stokes. D-Ohio. is beginning his second stint
as chairman at a time
when Congress' reputation has been scarred by
the steady string of ethics
investigations — including the Senate scrut
iny of the Keating Five.
Since 1989. theliouse Committee on Standards
of
the ethics panel's formal name — investigated not Official Conduct —
only' Wright. D-Texas;
Gingrich. R-Ga.: and Frank. D-Mass.; but also
Rep. Gus Savage, D-1,11..
and former Rep. Jim Bates. D-Calif.. in separate
sexual harassment cases.
Stokes said he believes Congress is "no better or
institution" in following ethics rules. The comm worse than any other
ittee. he said. doesn't
exist "for the purpose of looking for wrongdoing.
We're not in the business of being prosecutors as such.
The panel has a responsibility to help memb
ers "comply with all the
rules ... to avoid getting into difficulty' he said.
"I want members to feel
the committee is there to help them."
Stokes, who previously' served as ethics chai
rman from 1981:84, will
work closely on the evenly divided panel iseve
n Democrats, seven Republicans) with ranking GOP member James Hans
en of Utah, a committee
member since 1981.
Hansen agrees with the preventive-rriedicin appro
e
aeb. to allay any concerns thac the committee is •-the Gestapo
out to rack them."
Some House members. he said, have been reluc
tant "to go down to that
dungeon ;:the committee's offices in the Capit
ol basement) because they
thought. 'The next thing I know 1.:1 he eharg
ed wIth something.—
This aear's committee, increased in size
ba two members, will operate
under a.r.e.sy system. A subcommittee of four to
six members v.. .ection
in each case as a grand ;ury.
.
.e'ecidieg whether to issue charges
ssible
etlaical misconduct.
The rem e-ine members wi:1 then aecide wheth
er viont
coin-nit:a
conyene to dispeesa
or recommend disciplinary ,action to :the
full House.
Besides S: ekes and Hansen. on Rep Fred
Grandy. R-lowa. has p7
a con-ere:tee that forces law makc-s
their
s enmes IL 7 - good friends.
.
- are Democratic Re: s. Gar% L. :\, -man
York. CiCi,72.0. "beans- Darden (lteegia.
Vern,—
Neees Pelosi of Ca
Neo.‘ appointee Repeneneans are Naecy L.
Joh- sor. of Conec.I.cut.
Ht.
Jon Kyl of A
J. Goss o!- Faelaa
D'..e .L. Ii sort of Ohio.
Dese..e the euea. any ision. news . report
I
sale' pontics ean
r. de_ : 7; '•‘ 475
animals. a::
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A birthdayfor Andersen, a proposalfor Stua
rt

's

Hans Christian Andersen, the
the life of its author. Ungainly in
Danish writer of cherished childabout him. When I was in college.
ren's stories, was born on this date
looks throughout his life. Andersen I
studied at the cUniversity of
in 1805. His birthplace was
never married, though he passionCopenhagen, and we read Andersen
Odense, a bucolic island of Denately loved several women, among in
our litterature class. We alson,
mark that was far from the bustle
-them the "Swedish Nightingale."
travelled to Odense to visit his
of the country's capitol,
Jenny Lind, a renowned singer of
By Constance
birthplace and to tour the museum
Copenhagen.
the day'.
named after him. Since that time.
Alex
ande
r
Andersen's home was a poor
Hans Christian Andersen's stoI've always been impressed at the
ries are known an/ loved worl- rever
one. His father was a shOemaker,
ence, accorded a writer by an
dwide, including such tales as "The entire
and his mother a hardworking
country- , especially a writer
woman who labored tirelessly to
mother married again, little Hans Snow Queen," "The Little Match known mostly for his stori
es
Girl." and "The Steadfast Tin children.
keep the struggling family together. was left
more and more to himself.
Soldi
When Andersen looked back on
er."
Like a boy in a fairy tale, young
his early' years, he viewed his
Andersen left the•small town of his - His heartrending tale of "The
Amer
. Little Mermaid" so captured the ters. ica has many inspiring '
childhood through the rosy' glass of birth
for the big city, Copehagen.
and
memory. He recalled the marionetimaginaaion of his homeland that least one leentucka can eL,
where he dreamed of working in
of the best
te theatre his father had made him, the
there is a little statue in the Stuart.
theatre. Though still considered
Years ago. as I..
and the puppets he fashioned and
Lange
nlinie Park .in Copenhagen. it. Stuart's
big and awkward. Andersen manbirthday use,:
costumed himself. The plays they aged
where a sculpture of the winsome celeb
to get an education and finally'
rated in Murray. Therc
performed were yearnings and
mermaid sits on a rock in the har- to be
passed his student's examination in
a writers' conference :
dreams that were scripted by' young
bor, looking forlornly out to sell. of
1829. With that completed, he felt
Stuart. too, but that
Hans.
Years ago, when vandals beheaded faded
he was ready to de‘ote himself to
and died. The Pogue Library
the statuenThe entire country was house
An "ugly' duckling" of sorts. the
s Stuart's - papers, which he
art of writing, a skill he had
Andersen was big and awkward, an
outraged at such desecration. Steps left
practiced in secret in his many
to Murray State Uniyersny
were talar;ri - immediately to repair after
object of ridicule at school. Growyears of hardship.
developing an abiding ;Wean'
ing up in the shadow of the Napothe brutalized work of art.
non for the community' while
Thou
gh
he
wrote
tany
different::a. a Hans Christian Andersen's
leonic Wars. Hans' early life was
vis- convalesced here after a near- he
kinds of books throughout his lifef2zal
dramatically' affected by war. His
age also appears on Danish paper heart
attack.
time. Andersen was most loved and
father joined the army, and his
currency. a tribute " to an entire
Far away in Denmark, an ent,r
admired for his fairy tales. Their
e
mother earned the family's keep in
country's respect for a writer who country
form
and
conte
nt were considered
his absence by' taking in wash.
was able to craft stories for child- birthday celebrates one writer's
today. I hope that when
Though the elder Andersen eventu- superb. and their mastery made his ren that captured the imagination ot Stuar
t's birthday comes up
name famous far beyond his native
ally' returned from the wars, his
the adults who read to them.
August. we will renew our reyer
land of Denmark.
health was so impaired that he died
When I discovered that, today ence for
It is often surmised that his story
one of our own, and make
shortly afterwards. When his
was
Hans
Chris
tian Andersen'. sure his legacy to Murr
"The Ugly Duckling- was really
ay
birthday. I couldn't resist writ:ng fade away
and die.
•
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Letter to the editor
Civitans appreciate 'Pancake' help
Dez Ea:ton
Satarday- Manne 23. prov:ded a beautiful day
for Lne .Annual Civitar:
P.:hcake Daa The Civitans served pancakes
to over 450 Customers.
Through your newsr.lper. the Civitans wish to publi
cly thank those that
proviCed some food prod...cts or purchased block
s of advance tickets
tyrach include:
Beek of Mneray . Boone Laundran Buenanan Distr
ibutors, BatioaaColernen Funeral Horne. Da.ain Tuyi,r Chevr
olet. Latham Beauty Shop.
J&S Chevron, Loretta Jobs-Century 21, Mille
r Funeral Home. Murray
Auto Parts. Murray Lumber Co., Owens Food Mark
et. Parker Ford. Peoples Bank. Roberts Realty. Roy•s Pharmaca.
Republac Savings. Hopkinsstile Federal Stings. Sears. Sarnrnon:s Bakery,
Metzge Packing. Kesterson Foods. Wieianes Sausage. Horeon•s Lod(
n
H. Churchill Funeral Home_
Four members of S.C.E.C. at Murray State 1..7. _7
tirree:y help;
they were Tony Gipson. Jeri Duncan. Treas
an,: Bonnie Horn.
Civitans are grateful, for pahl.eity give:. •'.
/
141(1S. W'.BS, WSJP.
Merray Cables-Mon
Calloway C0,4711y High School Channel
28. Quikprint df !sierra:,
e!urray Le,
.
-4 er & T:r. A:so a special
"thank you" to R.:Lys R
fn7
f,he facility and
some of their personrc.
Civitans are proud to rte
_
,•!_rray and CallOwa> Co-7.1v
community:
Wayne M. n .1. arns
For
C._
•

Today In History
Tocaa is Tuesday. April 2. LT-.L
taa of 1991. There are 273 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 2. 1917, President Wil,on asked
Congress to declare v. ..against Germany. saying, "The 'A Of,i:: must
be made safe/ for derrnaca_ea.
One year ago: In a conciliatory
gesture. the president of L.
invited Kremlin officials to discu
ss the republic's secession drise.
Thought for Today.: "Most of us love
from our need to love, not
because we find someone deserving.
" -- Nikki Giovanni. American
poet
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Ten years ago
Murray was named an All Kentucky City by Kentucky Chamber of Commerce at .a luncheon on
April I at Bluegrass Convention
Center, Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Overby are
today. April 2. observing their
62nd wedding anniversary.
Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Mayfield 6 to 6 in a
baseball game at Mayfield. Eddie
Burgess was Calloway pitcher.
The Rev. Bob Lamb of Madisonville was speaker at revival services held at Eastwood Baptist
Church.
Bruce Milam is pictured with a
six pound eight ounce bass.

WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
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The Murray i„edger &I ones published every •ftern
oonexccpt Sundays, July 4,Christrn•
Da), New Yea's Day and Thankissgivin
g Day by
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Murray Newspapers Inc , 1001 Whitnell Or
Paid at Murray, Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by carriers 55
00 per month, payabl &dyer.e
By mail an Calloway and to Benton, Hardin
, Mayfield. Sedalia and Earmingum. Kye in, and
Buchanan and Puryear, In , $57 00 per year
By
to other destinations 564 50 per Pans,
)car
To reach all departments of the newspaper, mail
phone
The Murray Ledger &I Times is a member of the 753 1916
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers AssociAssociated Press. Kentucky Press
ation
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news origin
ated by Thc Murray Ledger St
Times
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Congressional Democrats and
party leaders are deeply distressed
about their political prospects next
year. Their nearly unanimous
opposition to initiating military
action in the Persian Gulf War and
the certainty that Republicans will
use that opposition not only to
retain the White House in 1992,
but go after their majorities in both
the - Senate and the. House. has
Democrats exhibiting Symptoms of
shell shock before the political war
even begins.
, While there are 19 months till
Election Day., a new Los Angeles
Times Poll has found that 51 percent of those surveyed nationally
would prefer to be represented in
Congress by a Republican.
Included in this majority' are traditional Democratic Party supporters
such as blacks. Latinos, women
and low-income Americans.
The Dernbcrats are trying to
reduce collateral damage from
numerous speeches and votes on
:he Senate and House floors
opposting President Bush's decision to fight. Some Democrats and
their editorial apologists denounce
the "politicizing" of the anti-war
votes. They also say that the victory' was an "American victory"
and not a victory for Republicans.
And they say President Bush ought
not to get all of the credit.
Does anyone doubt that 11f the
war had gone badly, Democrats

"
4

Twenty years ago
Robert Brelsford and James Jarrett are among 16 Four-H club
members from West Kentucky
planning a week's trip to Washington, D.C., April 10-17.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Morris and a
girl to Dr. and Mrs. Henry L.
Smith, March 24; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Donclson, March 25; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Manning,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. B. Joe
Nance and a girl to Mr. and grs.
Kenneth Edmonson. March 26.
New officers of Lynn Grove
Adult Farmer Class are Eddie
Workman, Leon Chambers and Lee
Redden.

CAL'S
THOUGHTS
By Cal
Thomas
start wen Minnesota's
Pui Wellstone. who predicted the
eoantry would be "torn apart."
Sen. Ten Kennedy of Massach,.setts called on the Senate to
"sase the President from himse:f"
and predicted the v.ar would not he
"quick and decisiye.- but woeld
produce "3.0(N) casualties a Yaeek.
with 7(00 dead. for as long as the
war goes Hfl.low a Ser.. Torn Harkin said that
the countfy must be divided
beaa..se the Senate as divided.
and "we reflect that division among
the American people."
Delaw are Sen. Joseph Men dis:
missed estimates of low casualties.
questioning "the reliability of such
predictions:* and then making his
own prediction that the allied coalitions would not hold together during a war. "I am-Yv-i-Iling to make
book on that one," said Bidcn.
Soat Carolina Sen. Ernest Hollings called the President's policies
"flawed," and Massachusetts Sen.
John Kerry said threatening Sad dam Hussein "stiffened Iraq's
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All six tal
South wes
gingerbre
different
Richard
(middle r
parent-%i
Ashby.

resolve and weakened Arnerca's."
North Carolina Sen. Terry Saeford charged that going to war
!demonstrated "a lack of real courage- and that war would "guarantee ... almost :certain .loss of many
American lives." That will . play
niaela in TV commercials should
!Sanford. seek re-election, next year.
1herte2,s plenty to use against
Democrats who remained obstinate
after thei war. too. Rather than
admit they were wrong. whieh
might have neutralized damage
caused by their :pre-war positions.
.many Democrats kept up the attack
or said "we'll never know - whether
sanctions "might" have worked.
Illinois Sen.a Paul Simon went
exert, further. On Feb. 5. after victiry was secured. Simon went
against the public euphoria that
favored the successful use 01 such
high-tech weapons as the Panne
missile. Sounding • as 11
embarrassed by victory. Si ii:
groused over the success ol 1;,,j
sophisticated weapon'.
helped ,keep casualties iow.
San:
Simon, "... expenditures for
tic forms of destruction make no
more -sense today than they did or.
Jan. 14
Sen. Mitchell is right when he
says "the essence of democracy is
accountability." Fair is fair. That's
why the Persian Gulf conflict
and should, be replayed durl•._.
1992 political Season.

Anne Wc
ses at NI
about

Thirty years ago
Forty years ago
Forty-eight students from MurApproximately' 100 persons were
ray and Calloway County are prese
nt for annual Ladies Night
among 236 students on fall semes- dinner of Murr
ay Lions Club. Mrs.
ter honor roll at Murray State Ottis Patto
n was toastmistress.
College.
Calloway County School FestiEdward Lawrence, son of Mr. val will
be April 6 at Almo High
and Mrs. H.M. Lawrence Sr. of School
with Alm°, Hazel, Kirkscy.
Hazel.;has been promoted to office New
Concord and Lynn Grove
manager at Charleston, W.Va., by Scho
ols participating.
National Ccash Register Co.
Births reported include a boy to
Recent births reported at Murray Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Mote, March
Hospital include a girl to Mn, and 27.
Mrs. Gerald Swift, a boy to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. James Harris and
and Mrs. Jackie York, a girl to Mr. Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Murdock are
and Mrs. Robert Thompson, a boy visiting relat
ives in Detroit, Mich.
to Mr. and Mrs. Holland York and
Murray' Rose and Garden Club
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edward met Marc
h 28 at home of Mrs.
Taggart.
H.C. Corn.
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would be naming President Bush
and calling for his defeat in the
next-election? In that event, Democrats surely would already be stalking the corn fields of Iowa inste
ad
of sulking in their suburban
‘Vashingeon homes.
Anthony Lake. who teaches
Anternationa. relations at Mount
Holyoke Cpllege. wrote ,in The
New York limes. "...f we shoul
d be
outraged by the use of that debat
e
and those votes by the most partisan Republicans against Democrats
who favored sanctions over immediate war."
But Democrats. who arc now. trying to hide behind "conscience." as
if conscience was a proper defense
for had j.udgemer.:. set the terms
for the debate early on. Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchell
said on Jan. 12 dar.ng the debate
over the war resoiut:on. "The
essence of democracy 1, acco,:ability. and if irnrricu'iale 'A .17
that resolution and those who voted
for it must snare that
accountability."
Surely- Sen. Mitchei meant to se:
up President Bush for a %cry big
political fall in the event the war
had gone badly.. with, the tens of
thousands of casuaLes he and
others predicted. But. f(,:i0.0,Ing
Mitchell's logic. accountability
also means strong dividends for
funds wisely invested.
Accountability for -'Democrats

Looking Back

Miliray Ledger 81 Times

;
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Accountability and the Persian Gulf Wa
r
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EDUCATION
MHS releases
honor roll list
for 3rd 9-weeks
Bill Wells, principal, and Wanda
Laird, guidance counselor, have
released the honor roll for the third
nine-weeks grading period which
ended March 13 at Murray High
School as follows:
Freshmen
f•. All As
Chris Fuhrmann, Samuel' dreen,
Noelle Jeclan and Maggie Snyder.
All As and Bs
Jennie Bell, Valerie Chapman,
Clay Bolin, Misty Clark, Damon
•
Theresa Weinzapfel, student teacher at Robertson
Cohoon, Alona Crider, Sara Fitts,
To show we care about our ens ironment durin
Eleme
ng We Ctre
tary, invited guests from the Wildlife Biolog
Brian Flickinger, David Gresslar,
y Society at Month, Joel Johnson assists in a Murray Middl
Murray State University to visit second grader
e School
project to recycle student notebook paper.
s.
First
They
grade
rs
at
East
Callo
way
Elementary S(hool were Victoria Holton, Laura Hubbard.
brought several birds of prey to share with the
childr
en.
recent
ly
sisited
•
by
••
Emery
Nagy
who
spoke to the children Sarah Klaus,
Pictured from left are To!lie Gilliam, Otis Allen
Scott Krief, Jennifer Lee, Megan
and
J.T.
about
the
countr
y of Hungary. lie and his wife had %isited
Major.
his parents' homeland. He shared with the Children many Malinauskas, Brett Miller, Justin
interesting facts and storks about the country as it is Miller. Jon Reid, Joy Roach, Beth
today as well as in earlier times when his parents !keel Rose, Heather Scott, Fred Sowerby,
there. Nagy's granddaughter. Jessical Ottway. is a student Todd Vinson, William Wells and
in Martha Leet's first grade class. Ifer parents are Bruce Derck Whitaker.
Sophomores
and Conn y Ottway. Pictured wick Nagy are, from left, JesAll As
sica Ottway, Darek Casper and Jim Hamblin. First grade
Phil Brown, DaJid Chu, Aimee
teachers are Martha I.eet, Fonda Grogan and Mary Janice
Clark, Ginger Crouch, Darren
Cooper.
Gantt. Carolyn Jackson, Peter
Johnson. Melissa Muscio and
Christy Walters.
All As and Bs
Fifth grade students at Murray Middle School made cookPaige Alcott, Stacy Boyd. Chris
ies to send a former NINIS student serving in the Persia
Burgess, Michael Carr, Scott Conn
Gulf. Pictured from left are Chris Compton, Canda
klin, Mary Friend, Jennifer
ce
Gurley, John Hodge and Leigh Haverstock.
Goodell, Janise Greer, Kacey Guin,
Deidrc Holcomb, Karina Holden,
Jay Howell, Nicholas Jones,
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative
Shawn Kellie, Belinda Lockhart.
staffs of the Murray Independent School District and the
Brad McClain, Scott McKeel, Sally
Calloway County School District and edited by the staff of
Pace, Vaedra Roseman-Sowery,
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school
Dusty Wilson and Dennis
distric
t is determined by the appritgimate ratio of students
Bella Raj, middle, sisited Kathy 'slowery's sixth grade
Whittaker.
in each district. Please direct your cikestions and comments
Murray - Middle School social studies class and had Jack
Juniors
about
area public schools to the Murray City Schools(753Drake (left) and Nlarcellous Foster tright) model clothing
All As
4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools (753-2893).
from her native India.
Suelene Chu and Matt Lawson.
All As and Bs
Christy Bell, Kelsey Christopher,
- Ma-rianfte-Boyd---I-flirts—
worth, April Haneline, Kaylin
Haverstock, Kristen Hornback,-Jennifer Howe, •
- Walter Lee Steely spoke to Nlary Jan Ke‘'s sixth
Justin Hubbard, Catherine Hurt,
grade
students at Calloway County Middle School about the Nicole Jedan, Kelly Krouse, Eric
country of Ghana. He displayed items from the country Niffenegger,
Brad
and related information about the history, culture and'cli- Rayburn, Brent Nunnally, Tia
Thompson and
mate. Pictured with Steely is his daughter. I.eslie, studen
t Jamie ,NValer.
at CC MS.
Seniors
All As
Holly Blalock, Leigh Ann Car- ter, 'Daniel Cohen: John Dailey,
Erin Fribnd, Rachel Greer, Karen
Mikulcik,
Lesia Nesbitt, Katherine Oakley,
Andrea Rose, Kimberly Sexton,
Molly Sims, Eric Underwood. and
Andy Vaughan.
All six tables in Rebecca Robertson's kindergarten class at
All As and Bs
Southwest Calloway Elementary each made their own
Chad BazzelE Heather Boyd,
gingerbread house with frosting, then decorated them with
,Alison Burton, Hope Carlin, Chadifferent candies. Pictured front row, from left, are East Calloway Elementary fifth
non Chaney, James Chu, April
grade
studen
partic
ts
iRichard Hathaway. Jessica Nance, LaShanda Scott, pated in many activities durin
Crawford, Bart Crum,' Emily
g "Drug Awareness Week."
(middle row ) Mrs. Becky Robertson. iback row,from left) The fifth grade, directed by their
Deboer, Chris Dill,
parent-solunteer Becky Miller. Kenny Scott and Katie Stalls, presented a musical play calledmusic teacher Linda
Jennifer Fairbanks, Michele Has"Captain Specific."
Ashby.
The students pointed out many reasons to "Be Smart,
ty. Lori Helmich, Doug Hendon,
Don't Start" and "Just Say No To Drugs." Captain SpecifHeather Hughes, Heather Key,
ic (Seth Grogan) rolled in on roller skates to give the stuGreg Milton. James Oakley, Doug
dents the facts. Dr. Eureka (Maranda Albritten) shared
Payne.
her experiments. Argo (Lisa Crowder) was a visitor from
Jason Perkins, Michelle Scott,
another planet who learned the facts. Pictured from left
Jeremy Speight, Jennifer Taylor,
are Lisa Crowder, Seth Grogan and Maranda Albritten.
Tina Thurmond, Alison Ward,
Chris Weatherly, Melanie L. WilFirst Sgt. Bobby Holland has been giving instruction
Iiams and Beth Wilson.
•
rifle marksmanship to Sue Outland's 9th grade physic in
al
education class at Calloway County High School.
Joe
Stonecipher's classes and Roy Cothran's classes ha‘e also
been participating. Above, from left, are Joe Leonard.
Jason Wood, Cory Burkeen and Joanna ssad. Pictur
below, from left, are Catrina l Dick and Erika Hughe ed
s.

Two Murray bands
earn superiors at
KIVIEA Band Festival

Anne Woods came for storytelling to the third grade classes at North Calloway Elementary. She told true stories
about Calloway County.

Bands from Murray High School
and Murray Middle School participated in the Kentucky Music Educators Association Band Fesuval
on Tuesday; March 26 at Paducah
Tilghman High School.
John Stroube conducted the Murray High School Band which played "Chorale and Alleluia" by Howard Hanson and "Cresset Variations" by Claude T. Smith.
The Murray Middle School
Band, under the direction of Beth
Stribling, played "Balladair" by
Frank Erickfon and "Denbridge
Way" by James Swearingen. Both
bands received a: superior rating,
the highest rating given.
The Middle School Band's performance, for the second year in a
row, was designated superior by all
four festival judges.

Tyler Murdock shares his horse with other Southwest Calloway Elementary kindergarten students at their pet fair.
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Death is forever.
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Heart disease
doesn't have to be.
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Stacey Schroader and Vv hitney Price, fifth grade students,
entertained at the monthly Fisher-Price Recognition program at North Elementary on Feb. 4. Pictured (in back) are
Stacey Schroader and Ifront) Whitney Price.
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The Young Historians Club of Calloway County Middl
e
School recently made a contribution to alzheimer's
research. Brenda Washer, Ben Walters and Shanwna
Thompson are shown presenting Peter O'Rourke with a
check for the organization in memory of O'Rourke's
father.
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Boren-Lane wedding planned April 20

JO'S DATEBOOK

de•••

Nlar!e:

Boren ii:

!11,trn.::..:C

Tuesday, April 2
Reception for Datha McCallon.
Kentucky Mother of the Year/7
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library. Public invited.

of th..2.r

\LIN:. 10Nlak
ot JIIT,77,.• and

Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association will sponsor a "Service of Prayer and Thanksgiving For Peace. Stability and Persons Still
Serving" on Tucsday. April 9. at 12:05 p.m. at First Baptist Church, Murray. This will be a time when the community can come together and give
thanks for the Persian Gulf cease-fire and for those who have returned
home. U will also serve as a reminder that a lasting peace has not yet been
establiONd irtf.telk.rsian Gulf area and that thousands of American service mtm and women are still in the area SeYeral county ministers and lay
persons will be participating in the say ice and eser!soric is invited to join
in this time of celebration and concern. The service ill last about 30
minutes to give everyone an opporlanity to have lunch and return to work.

,

Doreen
Knoy. Ind., and of
Hobert ars: Minnie Boren. Cadiz.
The gr'clom-eleet is the grandson
of Jesse and- Lila Oakley. Murray.
and Louise Lane and the late Era
Lane. Cadiz.
Miss Eioren is a graduate of
Trigg County High School and is
employed by Payless Discount :n
Cadiz.
Mr. Lane is a graduate of Trigg
County. High School and is
employed by Kentucky Machine
and Engineering in Cadiz.
The wedding will be Saturday.
April 20, at 6 p.m. at Donaldson
Creek Baptist Church. Cadiz.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend.

AlcCallon reception tonight
Datha McCallon of Murray, KentLcky Mother of tne Year. will be honored
at a reception tonight (Tuesday at 7 p.m at Cailoway Count. Public
Library. Mrs. McCalion was named to
1- b.t,or in Novernaer 1 991:, succeeding Mrs. Gladys jarrett, 1 989 Kentucky tslatner of the Year wno
went
on to win honors at American McIneri co•-, ve^t on at New York Mrs McCalIon will be representing Ken:Lick.
American Mothers Convention in St.
Louis, Mo., April 2-28, wnere 5for national honors Tne
public is invited to attend th,s
_ 7-• to give encourage-ent
to Mrs. POcCallon

Singles Organizational Society/7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
building. Info/Pamela, 753-7638.
or Jeanne, 753-0224.
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m. at club
.house
.
.
F
Groups of First Baptist Church
Women include Dorothy Group/
Fellowship Hall/11 a.m.; Kathleen
Jones/Leone Travis/2 p.m.: Bea
Walker/Nettie Bennett/7 p.m.
Kentucky n' Barkley Bass and
Gals/7 p.m. at Louie's.

Tilla Mari('

Calloway. County -077-•.e'raK -5
••• ,.meet Th•5:ay. Apr,. 4 at ':
a.m. at Go.cen Co-a Resta- -a-t
ce's c' eaan c--: ang ccrc a•e.
urged to an.e- C
7g to a7:a :Son CC.r ores ge.,7! Pans 'or t-e
retirement tea tc.;•
▪ C car
aae7t
e,!ens
-c-re econo-7:s
for Saturday, Apri, E
4 p;canof Peoples Bank.
;:e
-7,
ted to 4r,e7o
this special event 'o• Mrs C oar '7s coen to a-.
interested merrte• tnat A 3-ts

Manning family shower- planned
•-P

A- . •

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Three newborn admissions. dismissals and" one expiration at
Murray -Calloway County Hospital
for Fri,:la%. March 29, have been

Comedian Bob Garner/5:30 p.m.
and 7 311 p.m./Curris Center
Stables. MSU. Admission free.
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Newborn admissions
Seay baby girl. parents Dale and
Marie, Rt 1, Sedalia,
Fields baby boy. parents Terry and
Fonda. Rt 2. Box 259. Gilbertsville
Finley baby boy, parents. Ross and
Tiffanni, 1385 Riley Hollow Rd Cadiz
Dismissals
Mrs Craeywal Mardis. Rt 1. Box
316, Dexter, Mrs Sheila R M,ier Rt
1, Box 580, Dexter; Mrs Tonya Leign
Gossum. 102 Terrace Dr., Mayfield.
Mrs Denita Carol Griggs, Rt 1, Box
159B Benton. Mrs Betty Ann Warren
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Laurie Lovett - Mike Presley
Regina Dowdy - Mark Duncan
- Traci Parker - Jerry Green
Stephanie Stephens - Lauren Balmer
Amanda Holt - Ed Statom
Vicki Woods - Chris Tuggle
Joy Allen - Ken Stallons
Gaye Latimer - Scott Adams
Lisa Toon - Stephen Malone
Amy Gargus - Steve Rowhuff
Mary Glover - Issah Wright
Mitzi Parker - Brad Houston

Music Festivals planned
The Youth/Children and AdLIt Music Fes' sa s fo• tne Pu•ona
se Region
will be Friday. April 12, at Reidlall
Paclucan. and or Friday.
April 19, at First Baatist Church. May4:eld. •espeo•
aocord ng to Eddie
Ho*ell, Regional Music Festival Coorclina•sr, Orch M'usic Depart
ment.
Kentucky Baptist Convent on Regional
rector Lae!? Hearr, will conduct
and coordinate the events. Persons may C/_5-!az:1 -a tor- at 1-8986243, for
times and any further inforrn4t on

Indian Summer Camp planned
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Junior bass recital of Steve
Shifferdeckert8 p.m./Annex Recital Hall, Doyle FA Center. MSU.
Admission free.
Wednesday, April 3
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners 5:15 p.m./regular 5:30
p.m./Ellis Community- Center.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/9
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m. Hospice Office. third floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital/
Info Nancy Rose. director.
Ladies Bridge/9:30 a.m./Murray
Country Club. Info Eva Morris,
753-8584.
Parents and Twos/9:30
Calloyy ay County Public
Library
Story Hours/10:30 a.m. and 3:30
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Senior citizens' acti%ities:Weaks
Center/9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Senior. citizens' activities/Hazel
Center/10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Bible classies/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ. •
Bible classes/7 p.m./61endale Road
Church of Christ.
First Christian Church events
include Chancel /Choir/7:15 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include: Covenant Prayer
Oroup/10 a.m.; Handbell Choir/4
p.m.; Congregational Care and
Finance Committer? p.m.; Chancel
Choir/'7:l) p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include: Mid-Week Bible Study,
Actecns, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friendsrl p.m.

Az Ann William ,fielpIng You Choose.
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Best Wishes from.

Kentucky Cancer Program w have its 10th year of Indian Summer
Camp
for children with cancer, June 1 0-1 5, at Camp Burnamwood, Irvine It will
feature several special events, in addition to the usual camping and outdoo
r
activities. This is a non-profit program staffed by professionals
and trained
volunteers, funded through donations from civic organizations, busine
sses
and individuals throughout Kentucky Although this camp is made available
regardless of ability to pay, the expense for each camper is approximately .
$300. The only mandatory cost for each camper is a $5 registration fee
A
total of 50 children will be accepted at camp. Contributors, volunteers or
others who wish to refer a child to Camp may contact Martha Hinton, Kentucky Cancer Program, Prof. Arts Bldg . #403. 2320 Broadway, Paducah,
Ky. 42001, or call 1-442-1310.

• P.."",'
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.1-hree nev.born. admissions. disrnissali and two expirations at
Nfurray.-Callciway County Hospital
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Taylor Lynn AlcSwain born
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daugnter. Taylor L.-day. March 1 3 at Met- oo
former
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Boating safety course/6:30 p.m. in
Room 228. Roy- Stewart Stadium,
MSC.

Babies, dismissals expirations released

Tennis League being formed
C:
seas:- :-.. -•,_ '
et: dou:
S...e -cc,

LBL events include Ploughing &
,Field Preparation. Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace- 1850;
Stargazing/7:30 p.m./GPVC.

Borcit
Flawce of: Mark Alall Loic

Homemakers' Council meeting

-
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Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
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Our

First Baptist Church events
include: Bible Study/9:45 a.m.;
Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.,
..Library open/6:15 p.m.; Prayer
Meeting/6:30 p.m.: Sanctuary.
Choirr7:45 p.m.
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Grace Baptist Church events
include: Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.,
Youth and Adult Bible Study/7
p.m.; Weekly Workers'/8 p.m.

GED test,
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(Cont'd on page 7)
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Customers Are Very Important People
and we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we can
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provide the kind they expect and deserve
If
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DE
AR ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My fiancee and I
are both energetic, productive citizens who work overtime seven days
a week to provide a better lifelor our
children. We are a middle-aged.
upper-income couple with maximum
debt(due to our former marriages),
in love, engaged and want lo get
married. The problem is we can't
afford to because our federal and
state income tax could increase
$11,000 and $5,000, respectively.
This means we would have to earn
an additional $25.000 in taxable
income in order to meet this obligation, and we simply can't do that.
The tax code is obviously unfair
when a couple can't afford to get
married,because ofadditional taxes,
and I Yilon't ask even Dear Abby to
rectify that problem.. But, do you
know of any place or any way we can
be married in a Christian ceremony.
without having to declare our marriage for federal and or state income
tax purposes?
OVERTAXED IN THE U.S.A.
DEAR OVERTAXED: I doubt
if you could find a clergyman
who would agree to perform a
marriageceremony and conspire
with you to conceal the fact of
your marriage in order to assist
you in tax evasion. In other
words, don't expect to find an
honest pai4ner for a crooked
deal.

DEAR ABBY: Will vou please
clarify the difference -between a
*social drinker" and an alcoholic? I
am extremely confused because I
love to go out with my co-worker:for
"a drink." and for some reason I end
up having more than one —or two —
and sometimes more.
A person in the AA program told
me that I am an alcoholic, even
though I enjoy drinking only twice a
week.
The reason I am not sure that I
am an alcoholic is because I question

r.
I/

7

Shedd sessions planned

it a lot — and isn't it a fact that true
alcoholics would be in denial and
lever question their drinking?.
SOCIAL DRINKER t?i
IN SCRANTON,PA.
DEAR SOCIAL DRINKER: A
person wh6 is in the AA program
is in a position to know the difference between a social drinker
and an alcoholic. I suggest that
you attend a few meetings of AA.
You will learn a great deal, and
your question will be answered
by experts. Good luck.
***

DEAR ABBY: Every morning on
my way to work, I sit in the passenger seat watching drivers read newspapers or paperback books, dress
children,apply makeup.shave,drink
coffee, watch TN'. etc.
Abby, please comment to your
wide reading audience concerning
this problem. It could save your life
and mine.
RIDING SCARED
IN MARIETTA. GA.

Kim Higgins, third from right,.has been selected as a ring
girl in the
Battle of the Karate Superstars Ins itational Championsh
ip, "Night of
the Stars," on Saturday, May 4, at 7:30 p.m. at West Kentu
cky
tock Show and Exposition Center. Higgins, 10, is daughter of LivesRonnie
and Irene Higgins. Others also named are, from left, Hope
Hargr
ove.
19, daughter of Clayton Hargrove and Susan Fisher, NIurr
ay;
Crouse, 16, daughter of Donna Hutson and Roger Parrish, Tyeisha
Michelle Betts, 23, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Grind Murray;
son, Tenn.; Betsy Johnson, 24, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. er, GleaJ.L. Johnson, Mayfield; and Felisha Lamb, 20, daughter of Richa
rd
Ann Lamb, Murray. For more information call Higgins and Mary
or Lamb at
753-4541.

YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jeane Dixon

‘1, EDNESD.AV. APRIL 3.1991

Hammer in horse business

LOS ANGELES (AP) — M.C.
Hammer is joining the family horse
business in hopes of developing a
stable income besides what he
(Cont'd from page 6)
earns as a rap star.
Hammer and his brother ChristoWednesday, April 3
Wednesday, April 3
pher Burrell have joined their
Memorial Baptist Church events
Course/8 a.m./Room 205, Stewart father, Lewis Burrell, and another
include: Supper/6 p.m.; prayer
brother, Lewis Jr., as partners in
Stadium, MSU.
service/7 p.m., Sanctuary Choir/8
the Oaktown Stable of Oakland.
p.m.
Christopher Burrell and HamBoard/Calloway 'County Public
mer, whose real name is Stanley
Library/4:30 p.m. at library.
National Scouting Museum/open
Burrell, have 30 days to complete
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Jackson Purchase Doll Club/12 state licensing requirements and
officially become thoroughbred
noon/Sirloin Stockade.
Health Express/Murray-Calloway
owners.
County Hospita1/9-11 a.m. at Sym-, Iron Industry/10:30
"Hammer is on a world tour but
a.m., 1:30
sonia; 12:30-2:30 p.m. at State
we hope he can stop in California
p.m./Flomeplace-1850, LBL.
Parking Lot, Hradin.
in time to be licensed after his

Japan concerts and before he heads
for Europe." his father said Monday in a statement.
The stable, formed last month,
hopes to have two horses in the
Kentucky Derby. he said.
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Damone, Carroll
are separating
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Entertainers Vic Damone and
Diahann
Carroll are separating. the coupl
e's
publ:cist says.
Carroll and Damone marricd
Lirtuii.r> 1987. Each .hdhl. _beer,
ri-ed three thes before.
k.
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Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
avow° wov
coswis sac It
*OmOrrowy

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your paym city
ent by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale men and
cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery' rate. When you
don't pay
them by the 10th they have 10 digclown into their own
pockets
to make up the difference..
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each
month. They depend on you to write their pay check
s
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
v
our
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bothe
r ot
monthly collection.
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Senior Citizen Special
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demonstrates the characteristics of
a learning disability and to see if
the child wo4ld be eligible for speciaLtutorial help.
Shedd Academy also offers a
six-Aeek summer school and
accepts boarding students from outside the local area.
For further information for
screening appointments or for summer school packets call: Dr. Paul
Thompson or Mrs. Brunelle.
1-2474007 or write Shedd

Grande Classique" Metal Blinds jE.L...."-

SOUthiticle

"Simply The
Best"

For approximately 20 years.
Shedd Research Academy at Mayfield has been. working with hundreds of students from
12-state
region surrounding Kentucky.
The students, ages 6 to 18, have
a learning disability, which is often
called dyslexia, hyperkenesis.
attention span disorder.
There are many patterns or characteristics found which are similar
in dyslexic children. These students
have normal intelligence. Many are
gifts; however, they often have
reading and comprehension problems; often described as having
attention spans, poor concentration
and are disorganized. Some are
hyperactive, but many are not.
Dyslexics often have 'trouble
with reversing letters, words and
numbers and most have handwriting and spelling problems. There
are memory problems and inconsistencies in their skills. One minute
they know something and the next
will have trouble recalling the
information. These children appear
quite normal until expectation for
school skills are placed on them.
As a result many behave frustrated.
act-out, or withdraw.
The Shedd Diagnostic Clinic will
be holding screening clinics during
April and May for interested
families.
The purpose of the screenings
is to determine if the student

MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC
ROYALE
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Girls will be featured

DEAR RIDING SCARED: I'll
try. Drivers who are caught
doing any of the above while
driving should be fined and assigned to traffic school to learn
how serious their seemingly
minor infraction can be.
Not only do these half-alert
drivers risk their own lives, but
they risk hitting another vehicle
and maiming or killing innocent
people.
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Countdown begins for shuttle liftoff

• •.
v • • ri
•j

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP)
NASA began the countdown
for the space shuttle Atlantis'
trip into orbit with an observatory
a crew that will undertake the
• .rst C.S. spacewalk in five years.
The countdown clock began Lid71g. a; 5 30 a.m. Liftoff is sche,nul, tor 9.1? a.m. Friday. It will
•
l'nh shuttle flight and the
491.

,
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• ••
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"Things are looking good. The
launch team is back in the saddle
again. Everybody is very happy to
be getting ready to launch after
about a four-month hiatus," said
NASA test director Al Sofge.
NASA is proceeding despite
hairline cracks on the hinges of the
two doors that Rover the shuttle's
Nei line connections to its external
tank. Larger hinge cracks on Dis-

emery prompted NASA to delay
that orbiter's mission from March
to late April.
The two doors must snap shut
once the big external tank drops off
shortly after liftoff to protect that
part of the shuttle's hull from the
blazing heat of the craft's re-entry
into the atmosphere. Engiceers
determined Atlantis' cracks were
too small to endanger the flight.
Atlantis' five astronauts will
release a $600 million observatory
during the five-day mission. It will
circle Earth for at least two years
in search of gamma rays, the most
energetic radiation known. Such a
survey has never been done.
At 17 tons, the observatory is the
heaviest civilian spacecraft ever
carried by a shuttle. Only military
spy satellites have weighed more.
Two of the astronauts will also
go outside the craft for six hours,
testing equipment that would be
needed to build and maintain a
space station.
NASA's last spacewalk was in
December 1985. One of the
spacewalkers then was Jerry Ross;
he will be the first out of Atlantis
this time. Jay Apt will follow.
Ross and Apt hope their excursion will generate support for
NASA's proposed space station.
The agency hopes to begin building
the station in orbit in 1995, provided Congress approves the plan.
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a career that embraced nearly the
en-tire 2(ith centur.,
The most recent .of the 180
works she choreographed was
"Maple Leaf Rag." which had its
de6ut Oct. 2 in New York.
Her early work was compared to
Picasso'-s„ paintings and Stravins- k's

Government warns
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Murray State Unirers'ity is an
equal education and employment
institution.
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Community Education Courses/Spring
1991
Sampler
.1di'anced Lotus 1-2-3
Two Saturdays: April 6 and April 13
9 a.m. - 12 p.m./1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Computer Teaching Lab, Business Bld
g., Room 209N
5150.00/1.2 CEU

Don t settle for low interest on
your IRA. I can show you a range
of IRA plans that match your
financial goals, and help you earn
more for retirement. You can even
have different IRA's for diversity .
Call me today for the details.
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LIslern states have been by far
-ost generous to the cashstrapped fund.
For:,.. percent of New Jersey and
New York City taxpayers owing
mone\. to the Internal Revenue Serv ice during the 1989.tax year opted
for the checkoff. aCcording to the
FTC. The figure was 28.5 percent
of tax filers in the rest of New
York state. Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Rhode Island.
Connectic,ut and Vermont.
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Aduanced phone registration is encouraged and
appreciated.
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non-credit courses
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Americans to contribute SI of their
taxes to the presidential election
campaign fund by checking off a
box on their income tax returns.
Especially stingy are taxpayer
in Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan.
Ohio and We; Virginia, according
to figures provided The Associated
by the Federal Election
the

Eric Pennington
520 Main St.
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isn't earning
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Ifistory of the Jackson Purchase Before 186
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The
government is warning U.S. citizens and businesses not to deal
with 89 "front" companies and
middlemen worldwide that it says
helped Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein build his war machine.
The 52 companies include two
American businesses, the Treasury
Department said Monday. They are
Bay Industries Inc., an engineering
firm in Los Angeles, and Matrix
Churchill Corp. of Cleveland, the
U.S. machine tools subsidiary of a
British corporation.
The department also named 37
individuals, none based in the
United States, who it said acted as
middlemen for the Iraqi government in using the companies to
hide billions of dollars that Saddam's family skimmed from Iraq's
oil revenues.
The front companies were used
to buy weapons, tools, spare parts
and raw materials for the Iraqi war
machine, officials said.

WASHINGTON AP, - Midwesterners are the most reluctant
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Forest Boyd, 86, of 1609 Loch
Lomond, Murray, died today- at
2:25 a.m. at West View Nursing
Home, Murray.
His wife, Mrs. Ina Dick, died in
1988. He also was preceded in
death by one son, Clifton Boyd,
and ,two daughters. He was born
Sepr 7, 1904.
Mr. Boyd retired from Ford
Motor Co., and is a member of
Glendale Road Church of Chrisi
Survivors include several nieces
and nephews including Pauline
Poulson and Herbert Dick and
wife, Pauline, all of Murray.
Services will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate.
Burial will follow- in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call from 6 to 8:30
p.m. tonight (Tuesday) at the funeral home.

Dancer dies at the age of 96
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Lynn Parker Lassiter, 71, of
1402 North Fourth Si, Murray,
died Monday a 12:15 p.m. at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
The former owner and operator
of Lassiter Plastering Co., Inc., he
was a member of American Wall &
Ceil Contractors International and
served as past director and past
regional chair.
Mr. Lassiter was a member of
Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church and of Methodist Men of
the church.
Born July 22., 1919, in Calloway
County, he was the son of Olia
Parker Lassiter and the late Joseph
Rainey Lassiter.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Marjorie Wall Lassiter; two
daughters, Ms. Andrea Hogancamp,
1518 Kirkwood, Murray, and Mrs.
Lynette Tadlock and husband, Larry, North Little Rock, Ark.; three
grandchildren. Nancy Ellen Hogancamp, Eric Hogancamp and Kimberly' Lynn Tadlock; his mother,
Mrs. Olia Lassiter, and one sister,
Mrs. Mildred Smith, Rt. 5, Murray.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Tom Cary will officiate. Music will
be by Good Shepherd Church
Choir with Mrs. Betty Poole as
pianist.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
The family requests that expressions be in the form of donations to
Good Shepherd United Nlethodist
Church.

Forest Boyd

The funeral for Joe 1-:.neck •, (om Ii spi.. Benton.
today at 1 p.m. in the chapc: o:
Surv•vors are Ms Alfe, Mrs. -1 reCollier Funeral Home. Benton. The va Fi!beck: two daughters, Mrs.
Rev. L.E. Moore and the Re'.
Dorothy Nichols, Gilbertsville. and
James Garrett are - officiating
Mrs. Barbara Thompson, Benton;
Burial will follow in .fit.c,k,:7, one sOn. Joe Neal Filbeck. Dearhorn Heights. Mich.: . five grandCemetery.
children: our stcpgrandcMdren:
Mr. Filbeck. 80.
se‘en .ccat-itrandchildrcn:
Sunday al ;•30
at Nta-,•

NEW YORK (AP) -- Martha
Graham, the dancer and choreographer whose fierce and erotic ballets
marked a revolutionary departure
from classical forms and dtfined
modern dance. has died at age,96.
Graham, who died at home Monday of congestive heart failure.
first danced_ at age 21 and per:formed until Tshe was 76, then choreographed ballets long after that in
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two sons. Joe Pat Bland and wife.
Jean. 17-10 Keenland, Murray, and
Logan G. Bland. 1405 Johnson
Murra; five grandchildren,
Chris Bland. Scott _Bland, James L.
Bland and wife. Elizabeth, Patricia
Smith and h'usband. Winford, and
Greg Dowdy: three greatgrandchildren. Jennifer Bland.
Christie Ballard and Heather Ballard: two sisters. Mrs. Ruby Atherton and Mrs. Robbie Smotherman,
Mav
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Mrs. Kathy Rayburn and husband,
Tony. Murray; one son, Kenny
Jackson and wife, Sandra. Murray;
nine grandchildren, Brad Jackson,
Tia, Jeremiah, Jacob, Zachary and
Micah Rayburn, and Tiffany, Jennifer and Billy Birch; two sisters.
Mrs. Charlotte Tabers and husband.
Don, Farmington. and Mrs. Mary
Ellen Jones and husband. Walter.
Murrav: one brother Hubert Jackson Jr., and wife. Alice. Fort
Myers. Fla.

Mrs. Laura A. Bland
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Graveside rites for Kenneth
Jackson are today at 2 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery. John Dale is
officiating.
Miller Funeral Home of Niurra
is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Jackson, 69, of 1301 Farris
Ave.. Murray. died Sunday at 6
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Hilda McCuiston Jackson; two
daughters. Mrs. Patsy Birch and
husband. Bill. Charlotte. N.C.. and
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10:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Marie Lassiter and husband,
James (Jiggs), 2022 Gatesborough,
Murray, and Mrs. Betty Lawrence
and husband, Joe. Rt. 2, Murray;
one son. Pat Jones and wife, Doris,
Sikeston, Mo.; one sister. Mrs.
Trudy Miller. and one brother,
Albert Lee West, Murray.
Also surviving are eight grandchildren. Beverly Gilpatrick, Mike
Lassiter. Tim Lassiter, Steve Jones,
Car6le Adams, Kathy French. Teresa Duffy and David Lawrence; 10
great-grandchildren. Julie Baker.
James Steven Backer. Steve Lassiter, Patricia Mane Lassiter, Derrick
Duffy.. Eric Duffy. Eric Jones,
Robbie Adams, Brian Adams and
Cartlen Adams.

Kenneth Jackson

(

Extension 4:702

-0-c.c.car8. siding

Services for Mrs. Mary Lucille
Jones were Monday at 11 a.m. at
Goshen United Methodist Church.
The Rev. Susan Allsop-Atkinson.
the Rev. Nowell Bingham and the
Rev. Charles E. Buck officiated.
Mrs. Oneida White was organist
and soloist.
Pallbearers were James Backer,
Tim Lassiter, Mike Lassiter. David
Lawrence, Andrew French, Steve
Lassiter. Billy Gilpatrick, Mark
Adams, Steve Jones and Michael
Morton.
Members of Friendship Sunday.
School Class of Goshen church
served as an honorary group.
Burial was in Goshen Cemetery
with arrangements hy J.H. .Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Jones. 85. of 1654 Callov.ay, Murray. died Saturday at

...-------,- .-------------- 7-'1

.,-900-454-3535
E.?.

Mrs. Mary Lucille Jones

Prices as of 10:00 AM
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Ruling by federal
agency opens door
for children's care
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
ruling by a federal agency could
clear the way for the opening of
long-term care facilities for children with severe emotional
problems.
The state had set aside money
for inpatient services, but the federal Health Care Financing Administration had given mixed signals
about whether such care would be
eligible for Medicaid payments.
Human Resources Secretary Dr.
Harry Cowherd said the HCFA
recently said it would pay for disturbed children.
The state plan calls for a 16-bed
facility in each of the state's 11
area development districts. There
are no comparable facilities now
available here.
Cowherd said 30 Kentucky
children are being treated at out of
state facilities.
It could be two to three months
before regulations are installed for
programs.
Two facilities, one in Louisville
and one in Owensboro, could meet
licensing requirements immediately. Two other facilities, one in Columbia and one in northern Kentucky, have applied for state
certification.
Cowherd said other private facilities may have an interest in offering the programs, depending on the
level of reimbursement for Medicaid that is set.
The facilities have to be free
standing buildings, though they
could be in settings such as hospital grounds.
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Noll-credit community course
teaches management of volunteers

© 11sl NI-14,1'111k 1..NTEHPHISE ASSN

.

CATERING AVAILABLE ON ALL ITEMS
011

Remodel Your Home In
Fine Fashion & Style

12 Months)

Ky Farm Bureau
(A

Superior Rated

753-4703
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IP4 4
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DELMAR MINI BLINDS & SHADES
$20 Rebate On Every Two Delmar Mini Blinds
60% Off Selected Fabric Pleated Shades
Plus a $20 Rebate On Every Two.

4061
,
.4, ,„,;-.,
,
-, ,

LIO
(,J.

, .

Prices Good Through April 39

WALLPAPER <I,

,.

30%.
All Seabrook Paper

Special Exterior
Suggested Retail $21.50

'40use

,,

,

' Through Apnl 15

kryljc Late)

FLOORING

$1499

Carpet

$899"SUP'P

4• I

KIRSH iitABRIC

Acrylic
L Flat Well)

Through April 30

i

Please give generously to
Kentucky Special Olympics

Specie,
0441441P4r0
Ilenturtsu

MI

10% OFF
ALL
SUNDRIES

L

il4' '• 14

iikr,
4

Selected Cotton Prints

Sale $1749
Alkyd
Sug. Retail
$25.85
tlemi-Gloss

As. /

,

15%.„

Sale Price

linyl Acrylic
Semi-Glos , Latex S.G.

•Z,

Donnie and Duane
.1 ,A;Decial bond They both
g.,
'... (xior;rlerce the pride and
(r. •- g diing their very best
With your financial
• i' Kentucky Special
. .
Donnie and
of Special Olympians
continue to do so

I

Suggested Retail $13.95

CES

Hes a Kentucky
i' Olympian
Donnie thinks
D.,,ire S just about the best
•- •-• that's eveLlived. And
.
.,--sa You can imagine
-.,.. ;)-riud they make- their

Sauce
created arta
used
only by JUL
Enterpr tbes

Interior Paint

KENTUCKY GANNET FOR HUNAN RESOUR

9 I- - Si- tn is a star athlete on
• • — ^au football team.
- .. zvriat it's like to work
,• _; -._;,t recognition for the
•- --:- ,r,, accomplish
And that's just one
i•i•-iy he gives such spe.- -,upport and encour,c1.—prt. to his big brother.

'SPECIAL
Seasoning anal

Sale Price

1-800-432-9346

Name: -•,
Age:
Height: .
Weight: .5 :-.-,
Special Olympics Event:
(._.• . • : i,,r

Tuesday, April 2 - Saturday, April 6

_)

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

bratherly
love

Ivie Rib Mobile and
Mississippi BBQ Buggy

1-

SNAP

PI RUC SERVICE

presents the

CORONADO PAINT

PAGE 9

PLBLIC SERVICE

challenges of managing volunteers.
The fee for the courseis $7.50 per
person or $5 per person for organizations sending two or more persons.
For more information, call 762-4159
or 14M-669-7654 outside Calloway
County.

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT

$949

I.R.A.
8.1%

"Something For Nothing? Managing Vottinteers Successfully," a noncredit community education course
sponsored by Murray State University, will be offered on Saturday.
April 13 from 9 a.m. to noon on the
university campus.
Conducted by Constance Alexander and Roy Davis, co-president of
INTEX communication, a Murray
based marketing/management consulting firm, the course is designed to
help participants identify the essential
skills volunteers need to have,set skill
priorities for volunteers, assess volunteers' level of commitment. strucuire
win/win relationships with volun
tCers, and develop successful strategies for handling -the five biggest

Linda Patterson, left, Ruth Jacquot and Lee Robbins,
right, of the
Area Recycling Committee (ARC) examine educational
materials the
local group has compiled for use by classroom teach
ers in grade 1-6.
All schools in Murray and Calloway County will
recei+e copies of
ARC's educational packet. Teachers may alsci arrange
for
room speaker on recycling by calling jacquot at 762-2 a class747.

DR
. GOTT
by Peter Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT My husband and
• I were both recently diagnosed as
having high uric acid levels. Neither
of us is on medication, and we aren't
sore what todo to bring our levels into -line
DEAR READER Uric acid is a
normal byproduct of protein metabolism. We all have a certain amount of
it in our bloodstreams (3.5-7.0 milligrams per -deciliter)
When the blood level of uric acid
rises, however, the. material may spill
over into tissues, notably joint fluid.
At such times, the uric acid may crystallize in joints, these tiny, sharp icicles cause swelling, redness and pain
- a condition called gout. Patients
with gout must take medicine(allopurinol) to reduce the production of uric
acid, or drugs leblbenemid) to increase its excretion into urine.
Healthy people without gout often
have blood tests showing rnild/To&rate elevations of uric acid. This requires no treatment, other than avoidance of foods (-such as organ meats
that raise blood uric-acid levels.
Whether or not you and your husband should • be treated for hyperuricemia (elevated uric acid) is a decision best left to your doctor. However,
if you are otherwise healthy and do
not have gouty arthritis, I believe you
can disregard the blood test results.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report 'About Gout." Other readers
who would like a copy should send
$1.25 with their names and addresses
to PO Box 91369: cleveland. OH
44101-3369. Be sure to mention Or title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 14-year-old
nephew is very small for his age and
__has been taking one shot a day of Protropin. As a result,)ie's grown about 3
inches this past year. I've heard negative reports about this drug and would
like your input.
DEAR READER Protropin is synthetic growth hormone It is used to
treat growth failure only in children
_who_have.inadequate natural growth
hormone It is 'not recommended for
normal children of short stature.
Protropin has several serious side
effects About 30 percent of all treated patients develop antibodies to the
hormone. meaning that the patients
nianufa('ture antidotes to Protropin.
This can lead to failure of the therapy.
In addition, the hormone'is associated
with diabetes. underactive thyroid
and allergic. reactions Thus,the manufacturer recommends that Protropin be used only by physicians experienced with its use

TUESDAY, APRIL 2, 1991

I Support Kentucky Special Olympics.
Enclosed is my tax-deductible contribution for
Please let me know how I can become a volunteer for
Kentucky Special Olympics.
Please let me know how I can get my child involved in
Kentucky Special Olympics

-----" Suggested
Retail $19.95
Sale $u99
Price
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Mail To: Kentucky Special Orympios, 214 West Main St.,
Frankfort, KY 40601
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Act

Hurley, Laettner lead Blue Devi
ls to first title

By RICK WARNER
Atkr= Sports Writer

\)IANAPOLIS (AP)- Duke's"Bran

.

•

Davis raised a bansaid it all: "UNLV DYNASTY- crossed out by a
red
with "DUKE DESTINY" underneath in royal
blue.
:. the team that couldn't win the big one, won
the
championship UNLV couldn't lose. No one, inclu
dseemingly Invincible Runnin' Rebels and upstart Kand deny Duke its destiny after 28 years of Final Four

ninth trip to the Final Four and fifth to the title
.. iie Blue Devils (32-7) beat the Jayhawks'72-65 Mon- n: and ended forever this fixation with failu
re.
• i i.er been a monkey on my back." said coac
h Mike
. a,. who has led Duke to the Final Four in five
of the,„ sdasons. "I'm just happy for my team
. Did you see
-•

biggest smiles belonged to Duke's dy.namic duo.
Laettner and guard Bobby Hurley.
7 scored 18 points, including a championship game
,-12 from the foul line, and grabbed 10 rebounds
Devils' inside attack. Hurley. ran the slickest
sde of Las Vegas. getting nine assists and
12
„,--itting only three turnoYers against Kansas'
• keys guys throughout the year - Cn7.,:ian
and
thirough again tonight." KrzyIe
:he t,,urnament's most outstanding n

-int4 the second -highest tiaid player in haseh
all after
extension throunh 1994 with the New
lni-15

..

It's Ryan versus Ryan tonight at
s one thing to be the son' of Nolan Ryan. but quite
nte the limelight usually reserved for the Texa
s Rangers'
." :alaer.
keld Ryan is holding up well. considering all Inc medihim ieading up to toriignt's exn:hitinn game betykeen
:he Texas Longhorms.
television cameramen nave been foHowing hi- to
campus during the pas! week.
1: LT's 5.000-seat Dissn-Faik Field
. has been a selioat for
:a: of days it has been. nectic. said Reitd.n•k hasn't .raden
t. I .Ye jnst tad to cat on: some of my ffee - ume.
"
face nis father. Reid'- :eammates i cranked ap :he Tea
s
beyond its .limits and i7iegan visiting the i..eight room on
;s c,n.f.der.: that ni, son can handle the high
prof: e
a fan nigh:. Ryan said "It'll be important for him
to
It's different. but growing up around it. it's something
10 He's had to deal with it his whole life.
•:noty. played on the same Little League field I playe
d or.:'
high school career. the younger Ryan signed V.ithIex7.,:ched in only three innings in two; games. finingly
striking
inury first batter he faced. .
'.c:r Ryan will be serving up "senior heat" at 96
miles an hour
who will be firing "junior heal- at 88 mph again
st the
LeaEiuers.
nan asked how fast he threw when he was 19. Nola
n shot back.
cidnn have radar guns when I was 19.the nrs: known mound duel between a major leagu
e pitcher and his

•

Jim LITKE
Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS - You
could do worse.
You expected Hannibal Tarkanian and the rest of that sullen
bunch from out West, slashing
and burning through the college
basketball world and carrying all
that glitters back to Vegas
again.
Instead you got Duke.
On April Fool's Night. Squeaky clean Duke. Polite.
Well-spoken. Pays its hotel bills,
right down to the incidentals.
Perfect.
"So much time is spent talking about the bad things in
sport. but tonight you saw the
good things." Kansas coach
Roy Williams said. "These were
real student-athletes you saw. put
on a great show tonight."
On top of that, the coach
doesn't whine like Dean Smith.
doesn't lose it like Bobby
Knight. doesn't grandstand like
John Thompson. Just wins.
baby. Mike Krzyzew ski is so
anassuming and makes the Final
Four' so often that he could be
PORT ST. LUCIE, Fla. (APi
Jim
drawing a laagn
mistaken for the official caterer
- Dwight Gooden is now a S5
l7071 the
i.." C.40/en reporters
of the NCAA.
million-a-year man. the highest
on hand.
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Jeff
But no more.
paid player in the National
'1:rn had p:edited it wouid
Mullins and Mike Gminski didn'
"Mike got something off his
League. yet his agent said mayt
be a cr.\
difficult negotiation,
do it. Coach Vic Bubas couldn't
back that never should have
be they should renegotiate.
and a coiut‘.c of weeks ago it
win it and Danny Ferry missed
been there in the first place,"
April Fool!
looked like the negotiations had
three times.
Williams said. "I mean winning
Gooden jumped into second
collapsed.- Harazin said.
First in Duke legend, today they ',might after not winning
place in the major league salary
the
•:A principle factor was the
are second in Duke hearts.
so-called 'big game' before.''
wars Monday • behind Boston
Roger Clemens contract. They
They have been supplanted by
The truth is, you could have
right-hander Roger Clemens by
felt their pitcher was as good if
Christian Laettner. Bobby Hurley'.
lived With Kansas, but there
signing a three-year contract
not bener than Clemens, and we
Grog Ketbek and Mike Krzyzewswas a sense of the inevitable
extension worth a guaranteed
agreed and found a way to do '
91ci, who have something none
almos
t from the outset Monday
S15.45 million.
of
.
ne saia.
uneir basketball forefathers at Durnight.
The average annual value _of
-The Ciernens
ham ever had -- a national
put a
Just 2:15 into the game. BobS5.I5 Million fell shy of Cleon both sides.
championship.
by' Hurley. motored past the
mens' yearly haul. which will
We '.1,t.j tg niether than yvj
Laettner. the most proficient
rmdcourt line and saw the Jayaverage S5.380.250 during
'antic- nate,:"
free-throw shooter in NCAA tourfour-year extension he agreed to
hawks rocking hack on their
'It was imnortant Ito be No.
nament history. also has a Final
collective heels. So he .shoveled
on Feb. 8. The two former Cy
tut 'when ;t's that close. it
Four outstanding -player awar
Young Award winners are the
a two-handed pass. to the right
d
doesn't 7eaii.‘,, ma:ter.- Gooden
after an 18-point, 10-rebound
of the basket that Grant Hill
only players with contracts aver.
said.
12-for-12 free-throw. performance.
caught one-handed outside the
aging S5 million a year or more.
The extension includes a total
"I'm very proud, very. happy for
backboard and in a single,
"I'm delighted and excited
of Snstimo0 :n performance
myself obtiously." Lacuna said.
swooping motion. slammed
that Doc Gooden signed for th.e
bonases that wuuld make the
"Store importantly. I'm very hapthrough the goal.
1992-93-94 seasons, whic: ts ill
7tghl-hander's contract worth
py for my team and for the fact
It was drawn up by a coach
be his ninth. 10th and 11 tr seamore than
that we're national champions."
deal
from
the working-class southwest
sons with the Niels."
u Al
depanos or. now yon look'
Grant' Hill knew about the
side of Chicago, spotted and
Harazin. executive vice
at
-whether hlaries: paid or
frustration. but the freshman won't
then started by a skinny • street
a: a news conferan,
Gooden sand.
nave to answer the.questions abou
kid from Jersey and finished in
"He is the heart and
t
Ndader reterre,.:
why Duke didn't win the cham
times
fashion by' another with an aththe cla.b." Harazin said
pAnt!.
10 35 4 --ion as Gooden's
ionship. He did wohder back in
letic pedigree from a well-to-do
that's no: an idle line. Its :nts
averai.e take per year. tri.,ading"
October about some ideas that
Virginia suburb.
the people in our cuhh
i :he :-,..entitcs. hch would
Krzyzewski had
For all its reputation as a
'In general.
h • client No. 1.
''Coach came to us at the beginbastion of privilege and proprieeontract for a nn.aue ;nay er
i
.a..th, an asterning of the season and said
ty. Duke flashed some soul,
will be the bcs: paid player
we
.: "1 n- nisin
were going to .'win the natio
too.
Perfect.
the National Leaeue.••
nal
championship," Hill said. "I
Duke is precise. Duke is
Gooden has a nl.21:77Z7_',
Gooden
didn't believe him. But as the yeitr
ng S2.25
of 11946. the hia -nst w
_ patient. Duke is quick. Dukt is
no. in the final seaprogressed. and as we got better
tough. And Duke is the national
ipercentage of a:y pitcher .ith.thste-).e,1:- Lontt-at.t
abd we listened and _improve
champion because Dukg is all
:aseball h..nry. :0 has Ann
d
.r,. When he
every game. you could see it in the
of those things at once.
more
in Feb. *.
making.'
"As much as it was a *lure
"If I
•
72. th-,•: highestLaettner - Saw it brewing. too.
for us doing what we wanted
say all :boo..
Ba: (ne'It's somethipg that we've
to do, it was Duke doing all of
'.1.0.•!d hate as'ked
'0•07ked or. not only this year.
the things that they needed to
irf
Gooden•s at-tt
,,0: 1 on" pa'2, I
We'te been working to get the
do to win," Williams said
national championship for the past
afterward. respect or numbness
four or five -years,'' he said.
or both stealing his voice.
Duke has been waiting a lot lon'They had an answer for
ger. Try eight trips and no title.
everything we did.''
Babas guided Duke to Final
The Blue Devils humbled
A„
to the Sc,;.:ct•:.
.B.
Fours in 1963. 1964 and 1966.
UNL
been 122 .ases in r,';ajor laaigue ihistory
V by contesting ietery
He
in wii.cn
la:her
or retired in 1969.
basket. By laying bodies on
sons hate played tn a rrian,r league
rdgalar scus. aairn. Ind
The fidrst trip was a loss to LOW Larry Johnson and Stacey Augson combination 14-appear in the
league, a: the same -e
ken
mon until the Blue Devils had
la of Chicago, that year's champGriffey Sr. and tr., bun of the
Seat:le Murifors.
ion. The Blue Devils would get to
bruises as blue as the royal
"This is a different situation than
what I.Ye
the c.
blue on their jerseys. Kr/yawsthe title game against UCLA in
Ryan said !Monday.
approa:n it as any
gar::e
FT,
ki said the day after that one
1964. losing 98-83. Bubas' last trip
ing, but when I'm on the hcr,..n. I II
he ;:alling
team:
minds.
that senior Greg Koubek- looked
was in 1966. when Kentucky'
For Monday night's press conference
in Aashn. uncia were over 50
like he'd spent the previous
advanced to the finals, 83-79. Mulreporters in attendance. Includine some
frnm Japan aria Stexic,,.
lins was on the first.: two teams.
night wandering through a
Ryan senior said he hopes 1-, go set
an :r.:inas a:.,: ad: in .no-ina:
Gminski's trip came in 1978.
minefield.
pitches.
Duke beat Notre Dame 90-86 to get
Koubek wore the, bruises like
'Reid will start. but I don't know how
Inng he tin.:
Ryan said.
to the championship game against
a badge of courage: after all.
Asked to give a scouting report on his
son. Ryan sa d. lie can get it
Kentucky. Jack Givens scored 41
he came to the: Final Four with
up to 88 or 89 miles an hour on inc radar
gun. I'd like :0 ,aa a atie more
points in the title game. and the
Krzyzewski three straight years
velocity' on his fastball. But he has a good
breaking ha- a7,a an outstandWildcats knocked off the , Blue
and came away each time
ing char.geup. It _makes his fasthall
'net:er."
Devils 94-88.
empty-handed.
Also, the senic4 Ryan said his son "has
been aronnd n.e game so he
Krzyzewski. Duke's fourth coach
Almost exactly a year ago in
knows how to pitch. He's not as gi2t,„
1 as some,
kn..„1/4 .:;4e of
since Bubas left, began his run in
Denver, UNLV caught the Blue
pitching makes him more effective ".
1986. Duke reached the champion,
Devils coming off a tough win
Ryan said his son is a much better pitch
er than he was w'en he '4,1,
• ship game by beating Kansas. in
over Arkansas. They, folded,
"He's much farther along tnan I was at
this
rinandr.- Ryan
part on a crucial late basket by Ferspindled and mutilated Hurley.
said. "I was blessed with more abila
y
ry. But Johnny Dawkins and his
holding him to two points and
"Reid is going through a transition
period, lie is stepping up a big
four senior classmates went home
a handful of assists and trashed
level in competition."
72-69 losers to Louisville.
Duke by 30 points in the
The idea of Ryan vs. Ryan began when
Nolan tisited Texas baseball •
Ferry would go twice more. His
baragin.
coach Cliff Gustafson and the coac
h suggested the game.
Jersey would be retired alongside
For all the things that this
"I didn't think we could get it work
ed out. but we did,- Ryan said.
those
team can do, the last time anyof Dawkins. Gminski and
Asked whom his wife Ruth will be
rooting for, Ryan smiled and
Dick Groat. but he didn't get 'the
body checked there was still
answered: "Oh,
be pulling for him."
championship.
just one ball on the floor, and
Eight was enough for Duke.
most of the time it is in
Laettner would be 12-for-12 at the
Hurley's hands. If he doesn't do
free throw line. Hurley would be
the right thing with it, the right
agents, though, it's back to Plan
80-for-80 in minutes and reserve
thing doesn't get done.
A the Packers, Hugh Millen (Fal
cons
following the expiration of
guard Billy McCaffrey would make
And with the alley-oop to
the to Patriots) and Bob Gagliano
signing deadline. More of them
the
All-Fin
Gran
al
Four
t Hill so early in the
team
after scorare (Lions to Chargers), Lackle
Mark
staying with their own clubs.
ing 16 points, two more than the
game
, he left little doubt that
May (Redskins to Chargers), line"A lot of players who thoug
entire Kansas bench.
this April Fool's night would
ht backer Bill Picket (Raiders to
be
Jets),
they could better themselves
"This is the third championship
a different story.
are defensive end John Bosa (Dol
phins
now out of a job," New Orlea
game
"I needed to prove myself
we've been in," Krzyzewski
ns to Jets), guards John Riens
tra' said. "I think my '86 team
Saints president Jim Finks said.
and prove I could be here for
was the
(Steelcrs to Browns) and Crawford
Other players who Changed
best team in the country, but we
the team," said Hurley, who
Ker (Cowboys to Broncos) and
teams since the end of last seaso
were just really tired and didn't
finished with 12 points, nine
n safeties Terry Hoage (Eagles
to
include quarterbacks Mike Tomc
have the bench. The Kansasi'game
assists and three turnovers. "I
- Redskins) and Felix Wright, the
zak, who went from the Bears
(in
semif
the
thoug
inals
ht a lot about the Vegas
)
wore
us
out. ...
to NFL interception leader last seaso
n
This team is deeper."
(Coned on page II)

\lets put Doc in the money with ex
tension

•

Sports Writer

joined Hurley on the all-tournament
team.
early in the second half, McCaffrey
"I'm happy about it, but I'm happi
hit a 15-foot jumper. a
er about other things," 3-pointer
and a layup during a 17-7 run that gave
Laettner said. ''I'm 'happy about winning
the Blue
the national champ- Devils a 61-4
ionship and about giving a really
7 lead, their biggest margin of the
big trophy to Coach K that
game.
"This is something you dream about.he can carry home to Duke. I'm
McCaffrey said
also happy for out other "It's a
great feeling."
coaches and our fans ... beeause we're
in it for the team, not
just personal honors."
In the Kansas locker room, the feeli
The loss ended a remarkable run by
ng wasn't so great. The
Kansas (27-8), which Jay hawks missed nine layups, shot
only 42 percent from the
knocked off Indiana, Arkansas and
North Carolina during a field and were outscored 20-4
from the foul line primariy
10-day span to reach the champion
ship game.
because Duke was more aggressive
on offense."I'm sure Duke is very proud at this
"We weren't attacking the basket."
moment. but so :17:
We," said Kansas coach Roy
said center \lark k,.,
Williams. "I hope they alwats dalli who led Kansas with
18 points and III reboutt,:.s • aa
remember this season, and how they
came together at, the were too casual with the ball, but you
hate to
end."
dit. They played, tough defense."
The Jayhawks were hoping to repea
W•illiams felt it Just wasn't the Jayhatta
t the miracle of 190;,
,
when Danny Manning led another
underdog Kansas squad to
"I thought we got some very good shots
the national title. But the Jayh
.
inn
awks coUldn't overcome a put them down." he said. "That's
why Duke .
determined Duke team, which mana
ged to avoid a letdown and we're not."
following _its emotional upset of
UNLV in the semifinals.
Hurley pumped trp the Blue Devil
"In the back of our minds. I think
s with sensatinn...
some of us thought oop passes that
Saturday's game was the big game.
led to rim-rattling dunks by Grant
So Coach K had to talk to Brian
Davis. Hill's off-balance, one-han
us and bring us in focus.** said senio
ded jam
r forward Greg Koubek. game-open
.
who scored all five of his point
ing 7-1 run. The Davis dunk gaYe
s in the first I
•
minutes. lead with about 14 minut
While the most of the postgame focus
es left in the game. aild ,c,
was on Kriy NA ski. take the air
out of a Kansas comeback.
Laettner and Hurley, they share
d
Coach called that one in the huddle."
McCaffrey. The sophomore guard the spot,....
sa 11urle
s, ,rsid
piayed every minute in both Final
bench, hitting 6-of-8 from the
Four gan
Bent. i
.7the
changed defenses it would he there. It 11
:roin
3-point range.
,
Coact.
After Kansas cut Duke's eight-poin
i
•li was about time

Duke finally
has title

Texas

Craig joins Lott as new Raid
!!`1‘
4."1
;'"'fro;

By The Associated Press

;
•
•
•
•

,14.11Af,t,11
eltamr.,
1-

•
1•

The Los Angeles Raiders added
another former San Francisco star
to their roster when they signed
running back Roger Craig on Monday, the final day for Plan B free
agents to change teams.
Craig, one of the NFL's top runners and receivers in the late
1980s. joins long-time teammate
Ponnie Lott. a nine-time Pro Bowl

dafensive back who left San Francisco to sign with the Raiders eight
days earlier.
Craig led the 49ers in rushing
from 1985-89, but gained just 439
yards last season while trying to
overcome a knee injury. Craig
is
expected to serve as -insurance in
case Bo Jackson's hip injury, sustained during the playoffs in January, keeps him from playing.
For a lot of other Plan B free
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INDIANAPOLIS (AP)- If

HOCKEY

!he later Trot on Sunday, Bill Bennter Of
"-rray finished third in the 45-49 age group of
SK run Bennter was left off a list of winners
Mondays Ledger & Tones

irkallen
ng
lege
g all

KU finally comes up short

WINNIPEG, Manitoba - Nine montri-s after
Bob Murdoch was named coach of the year.
he
was fired by the Winnipeg Jets, who
did not
make the playoffs After recording 85 points last
Season, Winnipeg managed Only
63 this
season

"ALLAS - Authorities filed drunken dnving
largos against Dallas Mavericks star
'.arpiey. and the district attorney's office Roy
TRANSACTIONS
said n
would ask that his probation for a 1989 DWI
BASEBALL
American League
nnviction be revoked The forward, who
BOSTON RED SOX-Traded Rob Murphy rather to
*ice violated the NBA* anti-drug policy, has
was
Hr. Seattle Mariners for Mk* Gardiner, ptcher
wetted early Saturday On suspicion Of driving
Optioned lAke Gardiner and Daryl 'non* pitchers and
*nile intoxicated after he was clocked at 28
Phil Plantleiq. outhekler to Pawtucket of tne Internatio
nal
mph over the speed limn in a 35
League Sent Mo Vaughn first baseman hake Brumley
mph zone
Jallas pace sent the district attorney's office
inheider-o.efielder Tony Fossas catcher. and Todd
Pratt. catcher to Patill.KPOI Waned Josias Manzarello
re paperwork on Tarpley about 10 a rn
, and a
pitcher
formal charge of DWI, second offense,
was
CHICAGO WHITE SOX-Placed Charlie Hough, plow.
' cid immediately. Assistant District Attorney
On the 15-day disabled 1St retroactive to March 29
Kinne said Police department spokesCLEVELAND INDIANS-Placed Stan Jefferson and Ron
an Ed Spencer said Tarpley. who told officers
kin*, ourtwiders on waivers for the purpose or granting
'4 wasn't drinking, took a field sobriety test
them
that unconditional releases
but
MILWAUKEE BREWERS-Sent Tim McIntosh catcher
&used to take a Breathalyzer or blood test
His
and
Brian
Flitter and Jeff Kaiser pitchers. to her
alieged refusal could result in his license
being
minor-league camp for reassignment Released Rick
evoked for up tg 90 days
Wrona catcher and Mili• tempted. catcher
'HILADELPHIA - As expected, the news was
NEW YORK YANKEES-Placed Pasqua Perez Pitcher
;o1 good for Charles Barkley and the Philadel
on 15-day *cabled 1st Waved Steve Baba's inleider
...nia 76ers. The All-Star forward will
tor
Ihe ;moose of granting tom his unconditional
be out cf
release
action for at least two weeks with e slightly torn
OAKLAND ATHLETICS-Sent Reggie Harris Johnny
•nee ligament, the club said after
Barkley
Guzman and Joe Slusarshi. pitchers Troy Aiello, catcn•
•ndervrent a magnetic resonance imaging test
Or, Doug Jennings cultieldw and Dann HOWM. !MINthe MRI confirmed Barktey sustained a
Oat, to their minor-league camp tor reassignment
second
degree sprain of the medal collateral when he
SEATTLE MARINERS-Ptaced Ken Gnftey Sr. outletDumped into teammate Rick Mahom in the third
der on the 15-day disabied ksti
TEXAS RANGERS-Sent Am Poo*. pitcher, to their
Quarter of Sunday's 110-101 victory
over
minor-league carry tor reassignment
leveland
National League
%ENVER - Former Denver coach Doug
Moe
ATLANTA
BRAVES-Acquired Ohs Maori curled*.
said he and San Antonio coach Larry Brown
and Boi Rodnguez tNrd baseman from the Montreal
are
Kisdering a bid 10 purchase the Nuggets
Expo' for Jimmy Kremers, catcher and a Player to
and
be
"ave located interested investors Moe. fired
named tater Placed Andres Thomas
by
on
waivers for the purpose of giving Nrn Nsshortstop
'he Nuggets in September after coaching the
unconditional
release Opioned Tony Castillo. pitcher and Andy Tom...am for 10 seasons, said he and Brown
have
bed
,outfielder to Richmond of the International
scussed assembling an ownership group
League
Sent Jerry Willard catcher to trier minor4uggets majority owner Bob Wussler has
said
league carrd tor reassignment
e team is not officially for sale, but he is willCHICAGO CUBS-Placed Hector 1,411anuova catcher,
g to entertain offers
on the 15-day disabled 151
.EN YORK - Clyde Drexler of Poryand was
NEW YORK METS-Argeed to terms with Dwight
Gooden pitcher on a three-year contract extensron
?. stied NBA player of the week and Dennis
through 1994 Placed Terry Puhl, outfielder. on wavers
:•ott of Orlando was named rookie of
tne
tor the purpose oh granting 11m his unconditional
Onth Drexler averaged 23 points,
65
release
bounds and 6 3 assists while leading the Trail
PITTSBURGH PRATES-OptiOned Jeff Richardson
azers to a 4-0 record last week Scott averinfielder to Buffalo of the American Association
aged 19.4 pants last month
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS-Optioned Mark Dewey.
pitcher and Crag Colbert, rnfieder to *poemx of me
Pacific Coast League
FOOTBALL
Carolina Lingua
PRICE WILLIAM CANNONS-Named Frank Boulton
TAMPA, Fla - Minnesota kicker Donald IgwePresident
ke went TO trial alone on drug smuggli
ng
BASKETBALL
yges after a second co-defendant in the
National Basketball Association
,se agreed to D'ead guilty to importing $1 milCHICAGO BULLS-Suspended Stacey King. forward
on worth of heroin Unlike lbezim Ofedu,
one game without pay for musing practice
who
Continental Basketball Association
. eaded guilty last month to conspiring with
CBA-Announced the resignatton of try Kaze. coffins
.gweburke, Maauwuba lbekwe will not be asked
levier
Named
Ten:Isms L Ussery II deputy commatestify for the government under a plea
sorter acting COMMSSOMW
3reement that awaits court approval on TuesWorld Basketball League
'ay Meanwhile, jury selection began
ER'E WAVE-Named Doc hiunnatty head trainer
for the
-year-old Igwebuike, who faces up to 120
FOOTBALL
rears ri prison and $6 million in fines if conNational Football Lesgue
clod of smuggling conspiracy, conspiracy to
ATLANTA FALCONS-Signed Naz Worthen. Mike We.cssess with intent to distribute and importation
Serra and Jason Philips. wide receivers, Jeff Donaldson
.' heroin
and TraOsy Eaton. safeties . Harper Le Bei tigntend,
Beni %lard defensive ineman , Rich Kanto kicker and
Pat Chaffey running back
PENN'S
CLEVELAND BROWNS-Signed Joe Morns and Lee
.Rouson, wining backs Ed Cunningham, offensive
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, Sc - Ninth-seeded
tackle. Fulton Johnson wade recently. Burry Smith. Bnan
i? a Meskhr beat Veronika Marlinek 6-4,
Hanson, and Ralph Stephens punters David Brandon
15
Inebacker Mike Lansford kicker, and Todd Philicos
• d 11th-seeded Sandra Cecchini defeate
d
Quarterba
ck %eased Bryan Wagner punter and Jerry
itrina Adams 6-1. 6-0 in the first round of
the
Kaunc kicker
3•11 ,y cicie Magazine Cup.
DENVER BRONCOS-Sighed Robert Perryman
RL ANDO, Fla - Wild-card entry David Witt,
hilted(
•7-year-oid ranked 465th in the
HOUSTON OILERS-Traded Jason Gnrrisley inebackworld. upset
•- Mayotte 7-6 (8-6), 6-2 in the first round
er. to Mans tor a third-round draft choice
of
• Pr.rdential Securities Classic.
INDIANAPOLIS COLTS-Signed Travis Days. nose
tackle, and Cedric Figaro inebacker
jNG KONG
UnSeeded Wally Masur upset
MIAMI DOLPHINS-Acquired John Gnmstey lineback_.oh-seeded Jakob Hlaseki 6-4. 7-6 (8-6) and
er from the Houston CilerS for a 1991 Inird-rourx1 Oran
pick Signed Lows Cooper, Ineb
••• id -card entry Tommy HO eliminated eighthscker and Charism
!
Henry. fight end.
---,Wed Todd Wooclbrdge 6-4, 6-2 in the first
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS-Signed Hugh Miller
...CI of the Hong Kong Open.
quarterback. and Ivory Joe 1-1unter and Victor Jones
rSBON, Portugal - Andrei Chesnokov
running backs
heated Eloraao de la Pena 6-4, 6-2 in the first
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS-Signed Chris Pike deter• J'id of the ATP Estonl Open.
sive end and Harry Swayne offensive tacks
7US TON - Ulf Stenfund beat JaCCO Eltingh
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS-Signed Todd Bodies safekopecks,
ty, and Chns Washington'
7 (2 7), 8-3. 7-5 in the first round of the
SEATTLE SEAHAwKS-Signed Marcus Conon Iris.
• -iercan Capital Invitational tournament.
backer ancl Kann Thompson safety

illets put „.

(ont'd from page 10)
.kith a three-year $7.5 million
mtract.
Under the new deal, Gooden gets
.1 $2 million signing bonus and
alaries of $4 million in 1992, 55
in 1993 and $3.7 million in
994. He also is guaranteed
,250.000 per year under a joint
video-promotion deal with the
'Acts.
Finally, Gooden can make a
S250.000 bonus each year if he
,qches 200 innings a season or a
'oral of 5()0 innings over the three
sears.
If Gooden earns all the performance bonuses, he would receive
/S16.2 million over the three years,
an average of S5.4 million per
season.
"The bottom line is we got what
we wanted," Neader said. "The
!Acts got Dwight for three years,
and Dwight got his 5.4 million."
The Mets must now turn their
attention to left-hander Frank Viola, who is eligible for free agency
after the season. He also wants a
salary in the 55 million per year
range.
Gooden becomes the 43rd player
with a S3 million-a-year contract
and the fifth to top the $4 million
mark. Jose Canscco is third at $4.7
million, Tony Gwynn next at
$44,083,333 and Darryl Strawberry
fifth at $4.05 million.
Last fall, Gooden set a Feb. 22
deadline for a new contract, then

during a two-minute span by
blocking a shot, stealing an
inbounds pass, grabbing two
rebounds and setting up a Hurley drive that, after two free
throws, resulted in Duke's biggest lead of the night, 61-47
with 8:30 left.
"This time of year, you can't
let any weakness seep into your
game," Hurley said. "All of
the guys stepped up and did
their jobs."
Indeed they did. Duke shot
56 percent from the floor, 60
percent from the 3-point arc
and 71 percent from the line.
Kansas' numbers were 42, 39
and 50.
But the only one that mattered was No. I. At last.
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901
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753-8355

Saturday, Apre 13
Boston at Hartford 636 pm
it necessary
Monday,
16
Hanlon, at Boston 6S April
pm if necessary
• • • •
FINAL STANDINGS
Montreal re Buffalo
WALES CONFERENCE
Wednesday, April 3
Buffalo at Montreal 635 pm
Patrick Division
W L T Pis CF GA
Friday, April 5
x-Pittsiourgn
Buffalo at Montreal, 635 p no
41 33 6 68 3.42 305
x-NY Rangers
36 31 13 85 297 265
Sunday. April 7
s-Washingion
Montreal at Buffalo 605 pm
37 36 7 81 258 258
1•Nes Jersey
32 33 15 79 272 264
Tuesday, April
Phladeiphia
Monirea• at Buffalo 635 pm
33 37 10 76 252 267
NY Islanders
25 45 10 60 223 299
Thursday, Aprd I
Buffalo at Montreal 635 pm d netiptaary
Adams Division
x-BostOn
4A 24 12 100 299 264
Saturday, April 13
shiontreal
Montreal
at Buffalo 635 p m if necessary
39 30 11 89 273 249
s-Buffalo
31 30 19 81 292 278
Monday, Apnl 15
a-Hartford
EfiLMaio at Montreal. 636 pm, if necesury
31 38 11 73 238 276
Ouetoec
• •.•
16 50 14 46 736 354
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Campbell Conference
Norris Division
Chicago ve. Minnesota
W L T Pte CF GA
Thuredsy, April 4
s-Chcago
Minnesota at Chicago 735 p
49 21 8 106 284 21'
.-St Louis
47 22 11 105 310 250
Saturday, April 6
Detroit
Minnesota at Cncago 736 pro
34 38 8 76 273 298
s.klinnesota
27 36 14 68 256 266
Monday, April 11
Toronto
Chicago at Minnesota. 7 05 p no
23 46 11 57 241 318
Smythe Division
Wedneedey. April 10
e.Los Angeles
Chicago at Minnesota. 7 05 p m
46 24 10 102 340 254
s-Catgary
46 26 8 100 344 263
Fnday, April 12
R.Edmonton
Minnesota at Chicago 735 pm .
37 37 6 80 272 272
necessary
x-Vancouver
28 43 9 65 243 3'5
Sunday, Apnl 14
Winnipeg
Chicago at Minnesota. 705 pm . liecessa
2543 11 63 260 288
n
1-Quaified or playoffs
Tuesday, April 16PLAYOFFS
Mrnesota at Chicago 735 pm If nracessa
DIVSlON SEMIFINALS
• • • •
(Best-of-7)
Si Louis vs Detron
Waters Conference
Thuredey, April 4
Detroit at St Louis 735 p
Pittsburgh vs. New Jersey
Wedneeday, April 3
Seturdey. April 6
14.4/ Jersey at Pinstarrgh 635 pm
Detroit an St Louts 7 35 p m
Frday. April 5
Monday. April 11
New Jersey at Prnsburgh 635 pm
St Lours at DelrFM, 636 pm
Sunday. April 7
Wednesday, April tO
PitisCurgh at hew Jersey 6 45 0 m
St Lours at Detroit. 6 35 p no
Tuesday, Apni
Fnday. April 12
Pittsburgh at New Jersey 64S pm
Detroit at St Loos 736 pm if necessary
Thursday, April 11
Sunday, Apnl 14
New Jersey at Pittsburgh. 635 pm, if necessary
St Loins at Deiroit. 505 pm if necessar
y
Saturday. April 13
Tuesday, April 16
Pittsburgh at New Jersey, 645 pm.. if necessar
Detro4
at St Louis, 7 35 p m i(necessary
y
Mondsy, April 15
• • • •
New Jersey at Pittsburgh 6 35 p m , if necessary
Lott Angeles vs. Vancouver
• .• •
Thursday, April 4
Vancouver at Los Silesia 935 pro
N.Y. Rangers ye. Washington
Wednesdey, April 3
Saturday, April 6
Washington at NY Rangers 736 pm
Vancouver at Loa Angeles, 935 p.m,
Friday, April S
Monday, Apra 11
WaSningfOn at NY Rangers. 7 35 Ci nn
Los Angeles at Vancouver 936 pm
Sunday, April 7
Wednesday, April 10
NY Rangers at Washington 605 pm
Los Angeles at Vancouver 935 pm
Tuesday, April 9
Friday. April 12
NY Rangers at Washington, 6 35 pm
Vancouver at Los Angaies 9 35 p m V necessar
y
Thursday, April 11
Sunday, April 14
Washington at N V
Los Angeles at Vancouver 905 pm, if MICOSSan
angers 635 p m , it
y
necessary
Tuesday, April 16
Vancoijiier at Los Angeles. 935 p on rt necessary
SeturdaY, April 13
N Y Rangers at Washington. 6 35 p m
• • • •
necessary
Calgary vs. Edmonton
Monday. April 15
Thursday, Apnl 4
Wasningion at N Y Rangers 6 35
Edmonton at Calgary 1135 pm
pm f
necessary
Saturday, April 6
Edmonton at Calgary 7 05 p rri
• • • •
Boston vs. Hartford
Monday, Apra II
Calgary at Edmonton 536 pm
Wednesday, April 3
Hart:KO at Bomon 6 35 pm
Wednesday, April tO
Cagary at Edmonton 836 pm
Friday, Apnl S
Hartford at Boston 635 pm
Friday, April 12
Eamonton at Calgary. 835 pm if necessar
Sunday, April 7
y
Boston at Hanford 635 pm
Sunday, April 14.
Calgary at Edmonton 7 05 p ril rf necessanf
Tuesday, Apnl 9
Boston at Hartford 6 15 p on
Tueedey, April 16
Edmonton at Calgary. 8 35 p m ii neansar•
Thurscley. April 11
Hartford at Fio5cn 6 35 p rn it necessar
y
Pro hockey

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

COMPARE MY RATES
On
-Life 'Health -Annuities
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
-Medicare Supplements

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt

Dan
McNutt, AAI
753-4451

407 Maple St.

24 HOUR.
a

• P

:

Weekend Special
Vine-Ripe Tomatoes

69'lb

When you have a facility as good as ours,
you let it speak for itself

Arriving Daily
*Bulk Garden Seed
*Seed Potatoes
°Flowers, Azaleas
*Bedding Plants
*Potting Soil
'Mexican Flower Pots
'Concrete Yard Ornaments
and Decorative Rocks

Fresh Produce

753-7283
of Mutiny • Finest

Sports Writer...

(Cont'd from page 10)
game last year and it hurt. That
game knocked me back.
"But it helped me because I
knew I was not invincible."
As if anyone needed reminding of that, Christian Laettner.
who played all but a few secaltered nis stance. Both sides had
onds Saturday night against
been talking since.
UNLV because his versatility
Gooden originally sought a fourwas the single-biggest thorn in
year extension worth more than
Vegas' side, played with preS20 million.
cious little spring in his legs
Harazin said the Mets originally
Monday night.
offered 513 million over three
But he still managed to colyears, then went to S13.8 million
lect 18 points and 10 rebounds.
and finally S14.4 million. At that He knocked down every one of
point, Neader sought S15.6 million. the dozen free throws he
"We came up with the commer- attempted and pulled down a
half-dozen rebounds on the
cial video," Harazin said, when
asked .
,what cemented the deal. defensive end, most when the
Jayhawks' threatened down the
"That Od it."
stretch.
Gooden, 26, was 19-7 last season
Grant Hill, whose athletic
with a 3.83 ERA. He won the
pedigree traces through father
National League Cy Young Award
and former NFL great Calvin
in 1985 with a 24-4 record and a
Hill, made Krzyzewski wince
1.53 ERA.
He missed the start of the 1987 one day earlier when he said
this season would have little
season while undergoing cocaine
satisfaction if it did not end
rehabilitation, ironically making
with a title.
the problem known on April 1, four
But he put a different
years to the day he signed Monexpression on Krzyzewski's face
day's extension.

Check Us Out

llorne

teams got points for over-a
sas might still be adding up its score. But when the final chieving, Kanbuzzer sounded,
the Jayhawks were still seven points short.
After a season of surprising success and a startli
ng run through the
NCAA tournament, Kansas lost in the championship
game, 72-65 to
Duke.
"This is disappointing, big-time disappointing," said
Mike Maddox,
the only player left from Kansas' 1988 title team. "Any
time you get so
close to winning a national championship and come up
short, it's tough."
That the Jayhawks even got this far was unexpected.
With
starters back from last year's 30-5 team, Kansas was picked only two
fourth in
what was supposed to be a down year for the Big Eight.
Yet, they tied
Oklahoma State for the title.
Although they drew a No. 3 seed in the Southeast Region
al,
stoutest supporters gave them muctr chance to get past Indian only their
a and Arkansas and make their third Final Four appearance in
five years.
Yet, they rolled over the Hoosiers and Razorbacks, and
there they were
Monday night, only the Blue Devils standing between them
and their third
national championship.
But never once did they lead in the game against Duke.
Easy shots that
went down all year stubbornly refused to fall.
Foul trouble - something key seniors Mark Randal
l and Maddox had
avoided all year - forced them to change their
strategy and play
tentatively.
Poor foul shooting, a year-long problem they though
t they had licked,
came back to haunt them.
Kansas entered the NCAA tournament as the worst
foul shooting team
of the 64. The Jayhawks made 50 percent - 4 of 8
- while Duke shot
28 free throws.
"I don't want to talk about the offici
ating," said Randall, the 6-9
senior center who picked up his third foul with
13:19
"But in that kind of situation, you have to play cautio left in the game.
us. Your goal is not
to foul and play smart. I was trying to use my head,
but you have to lay
back a little bit."
Duke got the game's first basket, a 3-pointer by
Greg Koubek, and
Kansas never got even.
Terry Brown, who shook out of a shooting slump
with 16. points, later
made a 3-pointer that got the Jayhawks within 26-25
with 6:25 left in the
first half. But Bobby Hurley responded with a
3-pointer for the Blue
Devils, igniting a 10-2 run en route to a 42-34
halftime
Every time the Jayhawks would get close, the Blue Devils lead.
found a way
to re-widen the gap.
"A lot of it had to do with not attacking the basket
," Randall said.
"We were laying back. You have to give Duke's
defense credit. We were
not smart. You can't turn the ball over and give away
easy baskets and
expect a victory."
Trailing by eight at halftime did not daunt the Jayhawks.
In the Southeast finale, they trailed Arkansas by'
,
41+2, but then stunned the favored
Razorbacks by outscoring them by 24 in the second
half.
"We were upbeat," Randall insisted. "Coach said
we weren't doing
the things we wanted to do before the game. We have had
good second •
halves this year, so we felt we had a chance."
Perhaps most disappointing of all was the nagging feelin
g the Jayhawks
had not played to their highest level.
"That hurts to think about, but I think it's true," said
Maddo
drew his third foul with 5:11 left in the first half. "We didn't x, who
have any
movement on offense, because Duke's defense was very good.
We missed
a lot of easy shots. We made a lot of mental mistakes. We weren'
t-moving. Our offense was very stagnant and we missed easy
shots."
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Strawberries, Cantaloupes,
Watermelons, Vine-Ripe
Tomatoes

Roches .

see'
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Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury has just purchased a
new 1991 Ford F-450 Super Duty truck with a 6000
Century wrecker body - the newest in towing
technology.
,;\•
'*1-tk •

For all your towing needs
Call us 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Day-753-5273
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Night-492-8219 or 753-1833

steii. •
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FORD

Parker Ford
Lincoln - Mercury

MERCURY
LI NCOLN
& Vitae

970 Chestnut St.

701 Main Street

Murra
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020

020

020
Nonce

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
Specializing
in
front wheel drive.
overdrive. foreign
& domestic
12
months or 12xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray. Ky.
753-6374

060

R&J
Maintenance
Co.
Complete

1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare CALAStrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed Your
need has never been
greater for a comprehen
sise Medicare Supplement plan Deductibles,
co insurance and "none p
pros ed. charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expensvai 4, mount up'
The l'an A deductible
v•our insurance,
mu,:t pay had been ine
n 1991
,r'niore information
call

th.ar Reader.
Would you like your.
Adler to tle:

Residential &
Commercial
Lawn & Building
Maintenance
Ck_ FOR FREE ESTIMA7
354-6624

COUNTER help 9am 4pm
Mon-Fri Apply Campus
Coffee Shop 214 N 15th
St Murray
FuLL or part time kitchen
help Must be 21 Apply in
person
call
or
901 247 5798

200

511

H•0
Wanted

Ankles
For Salo

Sports
Equipment

HIGH EARNINGS National
Wholesale Jewelry Co
Seeks rep for local area
No direct sales WhIs only
40 80K per year
713-782-9868

302 MOTOR and auto
transmission Good condition $250 Bean shellers
753-3254

LIFECYCLE exercise bicycle $1000 753-1292
9am 5pm

Notice

NEED someone to work in
Lawn and Garden Dept
Apply in person Murray
Home & Auto Chestnut St
Murray No phone calls
please

386 TOWER , Computer
25MHZ,80meg hard dove
EGA color monitor, 1 2 meg
5.4 'drive, has software on
hard drive $1995
354-6600

WOMENS Power -Bill
Countess golf clubs Includes pitching wedge
through 2 iron Wilson
X31-2 wood and 4 wood
putter Complete set $100
Call 753-5904

1470 1986 BREEZE
000 2br 2 bath 2 dec.
satellite 'dish nicely lascaped on lakevew lot
Panorama Shore'
436 2672 after 6pm

FURfi
menti
pets
436-2.

1470 2tx 2 full batt
Good condition Furnishe
Day 498 8911 evenii ,
492 8297

FURN
&flue
and s
rentanc
man
753-6l

GRAPHICS TECH - full/
part-time Experience in
Macintosh Freehand/
V. hp HEAVY duty deep
and safe!
1991 14x50 2br 1 bat
pagemaker and'or Xpress
well jet pump $100
Total electric W/D hookui
Water the
It used
Salary based on experi753 3648
FOR LEASE:
underpinned Located R,/
ence Send resume to
to he. Can for dr, dpNEW POSITIONS We are
era Cts Lot 7 389 014
3000 sq. ft. of retail
Comput
er
Graphi
cs Inc a world wide company ex- ALUM frame
pointment.
glass sliding
PO Box 1245 Paducah Ky
space. Bel Air Cenpanding our offices in this patio doors $75
24ft PERRY travel trail753-3648
42001-1245
Sincerel.
210
self-contained, skirted,
area
We currently need
ter, corner location.
AS seen in Seventeen maMcConnell
sulated, underpinned E
Paul Dailey
EXCELLENT INCOME' professional sales people
Call 753-4751
gazine fuchsia/black lace
Firewood
Insurance Agency
cellent condition, brick
We
offer
'Salary
plus
•Paid
Easy
workl Assemble
prom
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
dress
Size
10 $150
NSA Rep.
ho, privacy fence See
753-4199
A FIREWOOD for sale
simple products at home training 'Automobile ex- Call 762-37
Close
Court
85 days Ask for
to
Grogans Trailer Court 94
penses 'Clothing allow1-504437-46
641
67
7778
7536"
Ext
7
2329
LANDSCAPING timbers
Square on 5th St
ance •Bonus programs Carol 759-9211 nights
24 hours
2BR trailer with 1430 a
$2 87 Cash & Carry Treas
•Success WE NEED: MARTIN houses 6 room WOOD for sale 753-9745
LJZIER Cosmetics Free
$160 00 per month
on 4 rooms started in ba
Lumber
'Consc
ientio
Skin
HOUSE
us
Care
sales
of
Loyd
peoEva'ua
is
$26 99, 12 room 539 99. 18
a party
Call Ted Delaney
tors
Setting on 2 lots 110x2r
220
ple
•Positi
plan
Comple
ve
selling
attitud
te
Line of Facia
home decor
es 'We room $57 99, 24 room
TREAS Lumber now has
753-1916 for more
$8000 436 5005
will
be
intervi
items
and
ewing in the $6999 Telescoping pole
We need area superBooy Products Con
chain link fencing Come in
Lost
information
Musical
CLAYTON 1991 16x70
tact Kim Pa•Ker
visors for the all new prog- lower level of the main cen- extends to 15h $3499
And Found
and see Walt for details
ram Free training & kit tral lodge buildin
2 bath Frost tree refrige
st
41 -4
Wallen
Hardwa
Downre
g at Lake
ONE Dean Budweiser guiBeagle mix New raises for 1991 sea - Barkley
State Resort Park town Pans. Open all day tar $300 753-4109 after tor Carpet throughout F
c
- •g collar with son If interested calf
duced to $16,900 with fr
in Cadiz. Ky Thursday, Saturdays
5Pcn
. • -e
,-nner
microwave Gateway M
1 800-264-2166
April 4th 1991, 2pm-6prn
MILLIONAIRWMIL•
• n ' a•ea
bile Home 527-1427
MALE Ferriaie who is ap- TELE MARKETER
240
4 '.•5C2
S LIONAIRES PANG•
proximate Jr Accountant needed, no experience BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
DOUBLE WIDE SALE
level in their knowledge
Over 1340sq ft 4br 2 tett
illsciollanoous
necessary Management IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Frost free refrigerator Di
Must ha+.e good back- positions available Call Safe-T Pharmacy
ACREE Carports 12x21
luxe throughout Reduce
ground, work habits and 753-2028
Hop
ORDER the spa designed Reit $1295 on sale for to $24,900 with
willing to grow Will be refree undoi
Wanted
sponsible for all forms of WANTED bookkeeper for you Murray Hot Tubs $995 20x21 reg $1795 on pinning Gateway Mobil.
sale
for
$1295
Call May- Home 527-14
basic bookkeeping to in- with experience in manual 115 S 13th St
'91"
27
field 247-7831
i5•:: week,) clude Fuel tax reporting AR AP payroll and gen- SUNTAN booth 753-3488
OVERS
TOCKE
D on doe,
eral
ledger
Part-ti
me 3
ARISTOCRAT 8. Bradford
and with various states Reble wides New 28x52 tc
iior-,aton spond in cc-t Cence to PO days week 'References TILLERS - Front Tine Shp Flowering Pear Trees
many options to list Re
requested 759-1028 after Boggs and Stratton engine Ginkgo & others
a.O:tresse
.
d Box 404CD Murray - Ky
Call Potts duced $26
to
900 Gatewa
chain drive $299 99, rear & Associates
5pm
t7
s cards 423-1
after 5pm Mobile Home
527-1427
tine tillers 3 forward speeds 489-2756
F53x 4.5.C 7OG
WEND
Y
S
now
hiring
for arid reverse Shp $649
13 ,MME -'ATE OPEN99
-5"".
33'43
daytim
e positions Must be 8hp $749
INGS NEED a !ob/ A
$500
99 Wallen Hard- CAR trailer
GEC" Hope for the future available to work between ware Downtown Paris 436-2753
posi
hours
of
7am
4pm
Yo,,
includmay
oua.,hy
if 'You do
ra ;5:7-5: at SubOpen all day Saturdays
GRAIN fed mutton for baring weekends Apply in per
4-"ust be not ',ave y'Ojr GE:.) or high
WATER heaters round becuing by the quarter Call 1991 BUCCANEER 16)45
son
Mon-Sat
2-5pm
1111
scnool d
'you are
electric double heating ele- 759-1326
2br central HA 6'4 m
bet.i.een tre ages of 16 & Chestnut St Murray
;.•
73? 5. N
north of Murray Water furr
ments Syr glass lined
21 v'i+e are a- E 0 E This
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
ishod No pets $275mc
tanks 30 or 40gal
090
-s tur000 by the
tcu ft bag only $1 50 ea
Every hour on the hour. a huge truck,
$14999, 50gal $15999 Black
Deposit $,200 mo Mu.
made entirely
.iiiif:•,;.;oky Private
Situation
rock 50Ib bag $1 50
of pressed ham, lumbers its way acros
have
Wallen Hardware Down- ea We also
Wanted
Couno, .:TPA
s Dog Heaven
have sanitized 437-40 referesnces
87
town
— and all the car chasers can decide
Pans Open all day play sand
_
A. C;Of School BABYS
50Ib bag only
for themselves 1TTING in Murray Saturdays
3 7 8
whether or not to participate.
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
home Experienced mother
2BR 12x43 in New CO
33a m
loves kids $35'wk full- WHEELCHAIR almost bag only $2 39 ea Coast to cord' $85'mo 436 2427
new Will sell reasonably Coast Hardware 753-8604
time. $1 -hr part time Furn
CA.NCEe....ED
2BR trailer for rent Ext
492 8460
ished snacks and meals
Ee9-0/
501-0
5
LAWN chairs of unusual nice No
..:. •
CARD
pets $285/mc
• '5C:.""D
Accept all ages Call Dewooden design Also snake $285 deposit ,753-6
305S
633
bbie 759-4967
TOPSOIL - pickup or we bone earrings 759 4401 to
RENT
or
rent
order
to
own
24
LAWNS mowed Quality deliver 753-0277 or
mobile home in Pirate
work for lowest possible 759-1090 Welch Sand and MOWER blades
Over 400 Cove Recreational Deve
price
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo, sizes in stock
References
Snappers30- 'lopThent near Aurora, 1(
r 753 6986
Ky
blade. $6 99 Snapper Recreational
facilitie
drive disc $4 49, Snapper available to renters
MAGS Errand Service ofor own
1
68'
SO
belt $5 99 Wallin Hard- ens For informa
fers housesitung grocery
tion ca
ware Downtown Paris Tn
Horne
shopping postal and bank753-2613
Furnishings
ing needs, etc 753-9630
PATIO stones 2"x8"x16" SHADY Oaks
2 or 3br
Mor- Fr, 8-5 References
gray or red 69c ea Also electric or gas Walkin
3 PIECE bedroom suite
g dis
Full
2'x 12'square or hexagonal tance to college 753-52
bed with headboard
STARVING college student
09
needs yards to mow Best chest and dresser, $85, patio stones gray or red lust
vertical patio door blinds fits $1 69ea We have red
job at cheapest price
6ft doors, light blue, new octagon-square paving
753-6986
Still in box Paid $70, now stones for 55c ea and 18"
WILL babysit in East
$50 354-6600
square brickfaced patio
• -Q '
<1
area Have references
stones $3 69 Coast to 4 CAR shop with office Cal
CREAM
floral
overstu
ffed
759-96
68
4
753-4509
Coast Hardware 753-8604
sofa Excellent condition
• -••••"••
WILL do house cleaning or 759-1893
••••
PINE Bark Mulch or Nug•.!
Sit with elderly Call after
A & F
CZ)
KING waterbed with draw- gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
(75srt,
7pm 753-1016
Wareh
ousing ea.
Top
soil 50Ib bag Just
ers Washer & dryer 2
17- ,
Mini Storage
WILL mow lawns and do kitchen tables with chairs $1 79ea Potting soil 50Ib
bag only $1 99 ea Also
other lawn work 436-2528
All sizes to Meet
753-6519
1gal size Shrubs or
your needs.
WILL
wash
and wax mobile LI VI NGROOM sofa $350, 2 Azalea's are lust $2 99
'
ea
homes
Call
Call Starks matching Lazyboy rockers Coast to Coast Hardwa
.753-7668
re
Brothers Mobile Home $75 each 753-5203
753-8604
'Darts and Supplies
"PQir
-S *79Og latmea,
I
,
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
753-2922 753-2753
•PiEptEr.Y
5;N5 5C MUCki
'01.1 .4.4414,*
165
LOVE
AND NC RE.AR
is still at Ox Yoke Antiques
Apartments
.‘","
•
AgOtr A 0909490%
SP9194DE•
_ECK•ING'
DRESSES!
-)
Sfl EA TN DRESS CDR 40%;
"C..P
(Hazel) Treasure House
For Rent
A5 A DREY:.
HE
f•••
Antique
s
)1TI
'"
R S ANC Pyr
and Book Rack (Murray)
•
AE MOM" 90,1 (.14EESECAKE.
2Bedrm 11, bath No pets,
BUS'S
'PRI)
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS Also mail-order service
EZE octY
Rk:Kft -P-OUSERS ?
Wanted any size or condi- Send for free price list and $200/rno Bob Peron RE
tion Call 1-800-443-7740 'Collection A' 15 different 759-1881
U S coins 'Collections B
2BR 2 bath duplex ApCo.
21' different foreign coins
pliances furnished with
$695 each, $1295 both
microwave 1008A NorthOwner
Post-paid 2-wk satisfac- wood Dr No pets Now
*et
%IR
A
Bewm Dem.;
Le
tion guaranteed Free gift available $450'rno
3pt HITCH agn wheel rake
54/2 4342443
Or T•
with every inquiry Christ°
753-2905
Never used
$300
pher s Coins, 1605 West
435-4294
Main Murray Kentucky 1 or 2 bedroom apartment
753-4109
42071
We buy coins and
4 ROW John Deere planter
_
appra
ise
$500 489-2743
estates
2BR apartment $200 2br
I D LIKE_Z Ot:11... HER APRiL THE.RDLX.E.MFIN
eUriODRoVE
75-3-4161
house beside East ElemenHOME based business INTER
BECAUSE HE vkifiS BoRr4
\PU HOME. tS cur THEga
GIN8 SUS+
NATIONAL 490
tary $250 No pets
;0'4E_ FOR 3comso
DAG-P1`47FIE AMBULANCE.
European skin care No de- 21ft disc
APRA.THE Rptsr, FIND I'D
TANNI
NG
beds
for
sale
9ft
Dugleman
TkvfepteS LiJr7
OUST- PP4'WEZ
livery No inventory $98 to front
LIKE.Tb CPU_ HER AgRifiN
X.19— ,,"1"..-' .
Wolff and others New and 753-8848 before 8pm
blade 435-4263
;.)coJE.L.E_
start For information call
P zz-fi
••';o/'• ),..;- -JE-_
-arfttR my
used
Sale service and 2BR energy efficient du1E6E
MAKES 10
(;u4i?
NEW Holland 7ft mower
707,876-1834
FIFFIL
MOTHER.
supplies Financing avail- plex New paint, extra
PEOPLE HERE'
HARIIN
conditioner
,
Well - able Suntanning Unlimited clean Central H/A,
ap
"t 4"; r
*1
maintained mechanically. 753 9274
-1 40
pliances Available now
Extra knife, parts $2500
Want
'
•
Coleman RE 753-9898
WOODEN storage build
firm 436-2556
To Buy
irigs 816 starts at $1095
A BRAND new book du4
A'• QUES by the piece or
1016 $142450 12x24
plex 2br, at gas heat, all
21n
ooliettions Call 753-9433
$2395 Other sizes avail
appliances No pets
Spoft
after 5pm
able Acree Portable Build
753-7688 or 759 4703
ExtuiPment
ings 502 247 7831
nights
CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each We will
BRICK, 1tx furnished or
250
remove 527-2932
unfurnished Carport, storBusiness
age patio no pets
JUNK cars and trucks Ask
Service.
Sun•
$255,mo 753 6931
rvan,t.
for tarry 753-3633
PRIVATE Investigato
1)
, dr
Golf
DUPLEX 2br Central gas
OLD Winchester rifles,
D B A Confidential InvestiSPfIrls
(enter
single action Colt pistols
gations. Southsode Shop- heat/air Appliances
civil war artifacts Guns
ping Center Suite *102, Ridgewood 5300/mo
753-8096 or 753-2633
swords, etc Ask for Larry
Murray 753-2641
753 3633
Par 3 Golf Cou'se
DUPLEX mobile home 3br
SHARP copiers Author
2 bath, utility room, carporV
USED arid antique furnr-•
ized
dealer for sales so'
Golf Carts
storage Partially furnished
ture, glass, tools. quilts
vice supplies parts and
1 mile out of town
90t-642-6290
Lighted
rental units Local corn
759 9921
Driving
early
Call
1
Range
800
248-43
19
WANT to buy 1 to 5 acres
near Murray Prefer to have
WANT a faster refund? NEARLY new 2br duplex
Miniature Golf
Large bath with double
water and septic Will conWhy pay more for elec
Softball &
sider owner financing
tronic filing? Our prices sinks. large rooms W/D
hookup', wood deck 1811
753-1905
Baseball
start at $20 001 Call Hodge
HA 3
";..-IED IT
Noel and Associates the Ridgewood 753-0814
Batting Cages
AND 50MEDNE HAD HIT IT
income tax professionals at NEAR Univers
trs
ity Large
E,
'
I D HAVE E7OT IT
753-6069 or 759-1425
2 bedroom apt Has large
/.ppointrrP-0
7(
Irving room Large kitchenSun,. PCA Pro
dining area and ample
1978 GMC SWB pickup
Lynn Sulii.an PGA Pro
closet space Range, reGood motor needs body
Noble
1.4 vet Jor,.s
frigerator, dishwasher, die
Nome
work Reasonable Wheat
For
Soh
753-11
52
,
posal. and washer-dryer
straw $1 25/bale $1 50 deay,
10' Craftsman deluxe table hookup Fully
MURRAY KY
L
livered 492-8861
carpeted
saw Like new 753-7369
Electric
heat
and
air Well
15tt AC disc harrow, dual
1244 2BR 7 miles from insulated $275/
mo
wheels, excellent condiMurray on 121 South
$275/dep ,759-1301, Mon
tion 492-8425
753-0507 after 6pm
Ihru Fn 9arn-4pm

Odorless, colorless,

NICE
Furnis
Also
house
9,5
753-0E

TANN
3br de
referen
guired
or 435

TA KIN
section
apartmi
MOTs
Hardii
502-43'

By GARY LARSON

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

467

2 BATH
1623
$500/mr
tarnan R

2BR hoi
remodE
5285/m
$385 7!

THE FAR SIDE

2 cx 4
753-4101

•2

,

3BR 2 toi•
94 East

3BR nevi
ferences
753-330(

CUTTINC
and sold
and Arena
901-352-c

ENGLISI•
condition
blankets
$20 ea ;

YOUNG r
hereford b
ing to SE
437-4667

AKC Gold
females, 1
wormed
901-644 11
AKC regi
puppies I
buff, choce
$100-$200
901- 782 3!
AKC regis
pies Blac
Call 759-1
HAVE an
mannered
train class
Professioni
OrS serving
12 years

I1 e Mop - llI Travel

Senicing
(;raqs &
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Apartments
Fat Rent

FURNISHED 2br base
merit apartment on lake No
pets $200/mo. $100 dep
436-2402
itt
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CLASSIFIEDS
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5

490

Pett
& Sulmikes
REGISTERED yellow Lab
pups Only 5 females left
7wks old $125 753-5211

• o

Homes
For Sale

Used
Cars

3/4 BEDROOM 217 bath,
brick on 3 acres near
Coldwater/Farmington Diningroom, plenty of closets
cabinets, double garage
753-2223

-

.-

GEN.ERAL office and
house cleaning References required 753 4897

LAWN mowing and handy
man 753 5310

Peg's Dog Grooming
MOODY'S mower repair
FURNISHED apartments, 753-2915
1989 NISSAN $4550 1988
GENERAL Repair plumb- Pickup and deliv
efficiency 182 bedroom
Firebird $5500 1980 Eldor
ery All
1988 CHEETAH runabout ing, roofing
tree work
work guaranteed
and sleeping rooms Also SHELTIES (Toy Collies)
ado $2100 492-8884
19ft 165hp 10 $8000 436-2642
sable
/whit
e
354-8
753-5668
renting for May Zimmer211
Days 753-7688 nights
48R 2 bath can be used as 2 CAR hauler bed facto
ry 759
man Apts S 16th St
GUTTERING By Sears
4703
MOW
ING landscaping
single family or duplex
made
by
Summit Com753-6609
Sears residential and corn
and tree work All odd lobs
Central I-VA 3 kinds of plete with 2 8000lb
mercial continuous gutters Big or small
53fl
NICE 1,2,3br apartment
heat, hardwood floors TVA winches all chains and acFree estiReal
installed for your specifica
Furnished. near campus
mates Good rates Have
approved insulation 4 cessories
Services
$3000
Estate
Dons
Call
Also 1-3br house 1-4br
Sear
s 753-2310 references 753 4254,
miles north of Murray Hwy '435-4294
Offered
o_
for tree estimate
house W/D hook-up Day 5 ACRES of country Irving 121 Stella $39,0
753-2869
00 Possi- CAR
AlA
T
ENTE
RPRI
SE
Stere
Exc
o Installation
9-5 753 6111
night with a 3br brick home, 2 ble owner financing
G
W
CONS
TRUC
Dozer
TION
MOWING ROTO- TILLING
,
backh
753
oe,
;
trucks Le01131- Sunset Boulevard
garden spots, outbuildings, 489-2595
753-0606
Gerald Walters roofing
in town only Will take limMusic Murray's Alpine Car vies, roads, driveways
pond and fruit trees Ofpainting vinyl siding al• ited number
TAKING applications for fered
of small to
at $66.500 MLS 4BR 2 bath brick home in Audio Specialist, Dixieland parking lots, septic tanks, kinds
of remodeling Phone medium size yards for
31:e duplex 3 full baths, 2974
found
ation
Lynn
s,
base
Grov
Cente
ment
e
r,
I
s
Inclu
'91
block
des
Contact Kopperud
nice
from MSL:
4892267
references and deposit re
gravel dirt and etc
season 753 0611
detached workshop gar
dorms
Realty 753-1222
quired 1395/mo 753-9400
753-0577
age MLS 2996 Contact
HADAWAY Construction
MR Chimney Chimney
BOB HALEY, Real Estate Kopperud
or 435-4214
95
Realty
Al TREE Service Stump Home remodeling paint
cleaner 492-8561
Sales and Appraisals
753-1222
ing walipaper carpentry
TAKING applications for Rober
removal spraying, hauling
ts Realty 753-1651
Vans
floor covering No cob too MURRAY Fence Co Chain
section 8 rent subsidized
yard
work
APPR
and
OX
26
mowi
acres
ng
woods
or 489-2266
link fence, dog kennels, reapartments 1. 2 & 3 bedand tillable SW area new 1981 CHEVROLET Car- Free estimates 753-0906 small 753-4251
sidential commercial Free
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts COMMERCIAL building house partially finis
after
5pm,
759-9816
riage Conversion ExcelHARDIN Painting Resi
hed
estimates 753-9785 or
Hardin. Ky
pr call 2800sq ft next to golf new septic central heat lent condition but high mi- 753-0495
dential or commercial Re
753-3254
502-437-4113 EHO
course on N 16th and Ut- AC, outbuild
leage
feren
$450
ces on request For
ings
0 492-8166 ACE Cleaners Will give
terback Rd 753-0521 or 492-8519
PAIN
TING-Interior and Exbefore 3pm 492-8149 after you a hand
with your spring free estimate call 437 422'
436-2165 after 5pm
3pm
or 354-8985 20 y4-,-ar• terior Free estimates
cleaning, window washing
COMFORT, Charm
Small repairs Reasonable
KOPPERUD REALTY of- 2bedrm lbath, Stucco
1986 FORD van 6 cylinder housekeeping or yard experience
w
rates 753-6844
work Call Dorothy at HAUL
fers a complete range of open basement central w•th air $2850
753-4445
ING yard work tree
753-0196 or call Debbie at remov
2 BATHROOM 4 bedroom Real Estate services with a H ,C Bob Perrin RE
PLUMBING - Free estial mowing Free es
753-9
wide selection of quality 759-1881
970
1623 Loch Lomond
mates Affordable rate
Evenings
timates 759-1683
homes, all prices
$500/mo plus deposit Col
753-3509
Same day service All work
CARP
ENTRY commercial INSULATION Blow
753-1222 toll tree
ernan RE 753-9898
n In By guaranteed 753-4200
and residential work Re- Sears
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext EVERYTHING looks new
TVA approved
model
ing,
in this 3br 2 bath redecor
2BR house for rent Newly 711L
addit
ions,
decks
1971 CHEVY LWB PS,
Save on those high heating PLUMBING repairman with
fences Fast quality ser
ated home Located on good brakes:toe
remodeled
No pets
and
cooling bills Call Sears same day service Call
s
$110
0 vice Call 759-1
$285/mo plus deposit LAKE BARKLEY - Trigg 17, acre lot Offered at OBO .753436-5255
424 after' 753-2310 for free estim
1940 after 6pm
ate
5pm
County 31or brick central $46,250 This includes
$385 753-6633
PROF
ESSIONAL painting
177
C-60 CHEVY 350 4
JOE's Lawn Care Res,
air, insert, basement 19 5 satellite dish antenna MLS
ALPHA Builders Carpen
2 or 4 bedroom house
dential and commerciai paperhanging wallcoveracres, pond, orchard. out- 2671 Call Kopperud Realty speed, factory air good
try remodeling porches, mowi
753-4109
ings furniture refinishing,
tires Call Murray Bait Co
ng, trimming, tertiliz
buildings Best Offer over 753-1222
roofing concrete drive- mg and
touch up and blending
753-5
693
rollin
$65,
000 2 miles off Rt 68
g 345-2312
3BR 2 bath 12 miles out on
ways, painting mainte436-5002
HILLTOP Home Must sell
at Canton 924-5221
94 East 437-4916
1983
KITCHEN CABINET RE
SUBURBAN 454 nance, etc Free estimates
3bedrm 1bath attached
trailer ready dual air
MODELING with wood RILEY'S HOME IM489-2303
garage 4 out buildings
3BR newly decorated ReP1101,ENIEN1S Rack from
753-6299
grain formica all colors
ferences required No pets PROPERTY for sale Lo- Fruit trees On Hale Rd
ANY remodeling building
Hurric
ane Hugo Roofing our
cate
Free
d
estim
in
Cole
ates
s
Camp
Wulff s Re
- V. acres 502-436-2010
753-3300
1985 S15 GMC pickup painting & roofing Free esspecialty 11i% discount to
ground Penny and Kirksey
covery, Murray 436-5580
truck
Excellent condition
timates References
senior citirens- Phone
community Small acreage
370
$2000 759-1786
LANDSCAPING mulch
435-4632
WALK to Central shopping
489-2691
or mini farm Call 489 2161
436-5694 or 753 4514 atte•
livestock
3bedrm full basement, 1987
after 6pm
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
CHEVROLET S-10
ROCKY COLSON Home
5pm
I Suppnes
great neighborhood Upper Excel
lent
Facto
condition 60 000
ry trained by 3 major
Repair Roofing, siding
AUCTION your real estate $30's Bob Perrin
RE
CUTTING horses trained
miles with A'FM cassette manufacturers Most parts LAWNP540WING Depeoe
painting plumbing conproperty to settle your es- 759-1881
Evenings and toolbox $3700 Call 'in' stock, on my truck
and sold at Cooper Ranch
crete Free estimates Call
All able persoh 753-7027
tate Call Wilson Real Es- 753-3509
759-1799 after 5pm
and Arena in McKenzie Tn
work and parts warranted
474-2307
tate 753-3263 or Wayne
A LICENSED electrica
901-352-9524
Ask for Andy at The ApWilson 753-5086. or Dan
contractor JAMES C GAL
1987 FORD F150 X LT Lar
ROGER Hudson rock haulpliance Works 753-2455
WATERFRONT Ky Lake ait
4.1MORE ELECTRIC Corn
ENGLISH saddle good Miller 435-414.4
6 cylinder auto Power
ing gravel sand dirt, drivesubdi
visio
n
4br
bat
2
mercial and residential fast way rock
condition $100 2 winter
windows and door locks
APPLIANCE SERVICE
753-4545
covered deck 354 6006
AM FM cassette $6500
blankets good condition
Kenmore Westinghouse courteous and_etticientser- 753-6763, 759-1823
440
/53 9486
$20 ea 753-0530
Whirlpool 30 years experi- vice 759-1835
Lots
470
SEWING machine repair
YOUNG registered polled
1988 JEEP Commanche ence Bobby Hopper, L&L Lawn Service Corn
For Sale
Kenneth Barnhill
436-5
8-48
mercial or Residential
pick-u-p truck AM•FM/
hereford bulls From wean753-2674_
Motorcycles •
3 ACRES wcxxred -Of.
on
ing to service age Call
Cass air, 4spd 753-8167
BACKHOE Service - ROY Free estimates 753-4001
Butterworth Rd 435-4263 1.i87 SUZUKI Quad
S.TALLONS'Roofing/
437-4667 Ed Mize
Race
HILL Junior Thorn, operaSiding. painting All work
LOT for sale in a lakefront 5)0 Very good condition
tor 30 years experience
510
guaranteed Free eSti.
380
subdivision $3000 $50 a Lots of extras 753-5624
Septic system, drive-ways,
mates Call 474-8064
month for 60 months $100
hauling foundations etc
Pee
Campers
480
a
mont
h
759-4
for
Backhoe Service
30 months No
564
Simplles
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
- 1976 SIERRA Scott) 15ft
Auto
Interest. 753-4060 or
Removal Insured with full
AKC Golden Retrievers 2 474-8
Air,
BLOC
stove
K,
brick,
,
concr
refri
ete
gerat
Servic
finor,
es
826
line of equipment including.
females 11wks old Shots,
ishing Basements footawning bath $1250 OBO
60tt aerial trucks and brush
wormed $150 each
LOT on Anderson Shores NEW and used
ings, garages, drives,
tires Key 489 2841 after 5pm
chipper To assure a safer
Electric, septic tank Paved Auto Parts
901-644-1850
walks
30yrs experience
Hwy 121S
CAMPER top for , small
operation at a lower comroad Directly across from 753-5500
13yrs in Murray area.
AKC registered Cocker Little
LWB
picku
petitive cost Free estip
Fiber
glass
Estate 502-247-6379
753-5476 Charles Barnett
puppies Black/tan, silver after
sliding front window $275
mates without obligation
3pm
butt, chocolate 6w ks-5m o
OBO 753-4359
Day or nee, 753-5484
BOAT DOCKS Over 20
Used
$100-$200 Cottage Grove,
years of satisfied customers in
460
-Junior Thorn,
T C Dinh Repair and MainCars
901 782 3513
the building and repair of boat
Home*
tenance Plumbing and
Operator
docks
,
rails
and
lifts
1977 CORVETTE 4 speed
AU work
AKC registered Lab pupElectrical
For Salo
Cleaning
approved by TVA or Corps of
L82 $7250 753-4445
30 Years Experience
pies E3lack and yellows
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
10
ACRE
Engineers Former owner of
S with a 20x20
Call 759-1424 after 5pm
Street 753-6111 office
Specialirin2 in Septic
A frame house and 20x30 1977 DODGE Diplomat
14ft ALUMINUM boat with Twin Lakes Mooring. Call
753-0606 after 5pm
HAVE an obedient well store building New the wa- V8 runs and drives good
Tanks. Seuers. FoundJohnson motor, trolling mo- Mark (Tony) Krimm at
mannered, safe dog You ter on Ky Lake Owner will Body fair 753-1940 after tor and depth
WILL do general light haulations. Haulin2. elc.
finder. 354-8695 before 8ain or after
Ei•Pm
finance
train classes Of we train
5prn for free estimates
759-1949
436-2418
ing, mowing yards, paintProfessional certified train- 354-8416
ing, other odd jobs
1978 FORD Mercury Mo14ft CRESTLINE, 40hp BREAKING and disking
ers serving Murray for over
759 9626 before 4pm
1100sq ft 3be 1 bath Gar- narch Good condition 6 Johnson dept
garde
ns
Yard
lands
capin
g
12 years 436 2858
h tinder,
age 2 blocks from univer- cylinder, good gas mileage
trailer extra nice $850 and bushhogging
sity Mid $40's 753-1404 753-9808
410
181t turbo craft combina- 436-5430
753-6128
tion run about and fisherPublic
1979 CHEVETTE good
BUILDER. new homes,
man, double tandem trailer, garag
Sale
Service on a,: brands. V•incicw air conditione
2BR with appliances, ceil- transportation $500
es additions, remodr: like
new
436 2427
refrigerators - freezers - washers
ing fan, carport, fenced 759-9711
eling framing, decks, pa- drylers micr
owav
yard, outbuilding Priced in 1979 VOLV
es
dishw
tios,
solar green ; houses
ashers - gas & electric ranges
O 242Dt. 4 1972 POLAR Craft Jonboat
$20's
Coleman RE speed, blue, runs
50 Johnson Moody tilt pole barns Experienced
great
Fact
ory
Auth
orized Repairs For
753-9898
trailer, steering $500 carpentry Tripp Williams
Wednesday &
436-2174 evenings
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson•Br
753-0563 after 5pm
753-9486
own
3BR
2
bath
brick
Large 1983 PONTIAC Trans Am
Thursday
Irvingroom with dining area
CARPET and vinyl repairs
1986
'All
BOM
Repai
BER
Black
rs
Are
Guar
with
Crapp
ante
t-tops
ie
ed
, 89000
April 3 & 4
Large kitchen with white miles $250
and installation ProfesMate 15 1978 75hp John
0 1972
1307 Kirkwood painted cabinets, Genn.Air Blazer $1200 1975 ChevK5y son Motor trolling motor 2 sional service Glen Bebber
stove, 20x28 family room pickup auto
759 1247, leave message
depth finders $4000
$750
8:00 a.m. to 2 p.m. with woodstove, lots
753 9365 or 436 2914
of 489-2743
CHIN
1 Chim Chimney
Girls clothing, baby
built-ins Shutters, wallSweeps has 10% senior citi
1988 RC 24 Pontoon de
paper and ceiling fans Nice 1983 PONTIAC Grand
clothes, toys, baby car
luxe 1989 Johnson 88 W/T ten discounts We sell Aim
tile patio Energy efficient Prix Blue with blue interior
ney caFls and screens
seats, infant carriers, Walking dista
nce to shop- 69xxx actual miles $2500 & T, full furniture, 12gal 435-4
191
OBO
753-0
tanks
504
after
,
bassinette,
ping
12-24
TM,
5pm
Quiet
street ReasoLCR,
baby
bough
nabl
t
new 589 $10,500 CONTRACTOR Portable
y priced
Call 1983 VW Quantum wago
shoes.
n
OBO 753 3648
753-2206
buildings, pole barns, gen
Air, stereo excellent condition Needs work $700
19ft RE NKIN fiberglass eral home improvements
OBO 474-0115
with E Z load trailer, 140hp Quality work for less CusMere Cruiser I/0 Power tilt tomer satisfaction guaran1985 BUICK Skylark 4
and trim All guages 20gal teed Free estimates L E
225 N. 2nd St.
door, tilt cruise, A/C Good
Williams 489-2663
759-1999 condi
tank
$4500 OBO
tion Call 753-7415 at.24 Hour Answering Servce
502-436-2734
CUNN
INGHAM'S Heating
ter 3pm
.Free Pk-up & Delivery
and Cooling Service Corn
HARR
281t
IS flotebote
'We Service Any Types
1985 FORD Mustang conplate service on all central
120hp OMC 10 hardtop
vertible loaded 45xxx
Depth finder, marine radio cooling all makes and
miles $5500 753-8778
good condition 753 0387 models Call Gary at
759-4754
after 5pm
1986 BLUE Ford Escort
wagon PS/PB, air, tape
GOOD selection of used DAVIDSON Roofing New
deck 61xxx miles $2000
roofs and repairs Tear offs
boats, motors, trailers, pon
753-0814
toons RV s Fishing boats and re-roofs Written guar
If you need any form of Life
1986 BRONCO II Eddie
fully rigged, ski rigs sail antee Local references
Bauer Edition $6750
boat, salvage parts All ser 753-5812
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
753 4445
vita work guaranteed LICENSED for electric
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Check our prices Wayne gas refrigeration Installa
1986 CHEVROLET CaHome Insurance just give us a call.
Darnell Marine Repair, 1 tion and repair Free esti
price Classic Brougham,
mile from Murray on 94E mates 753-7203
We will check with several
excellent condition clean,
753 0079
Michelin tires, fully loaded
companies to give you the best
FENCE sales at Sears
NEW MUSSEL BOAT now Call Sears 753-2310
753-7903 after 5pm
possible rate and benefits and
16ftx6ft inside
bet for free estimate for your
1986 ESCORT 1984 tom $1000
deliver the information to you at
502 442 2155 needs
Tempo, 1983 New Yorker
your home. If you decide td buy a
1982 Cutlass 1981 Grand
policy from us, we also give you
Prix Financing available
No credit check 492 8884
free claim service.
1987 GRAND Am Pontiac
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
2 door, light blue 0 cylinSavings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
der, automatic Sunroof,
when you need service, all you
stereo/cassette. 1 owner
66.458 miles Well taken
have to do is call
care of Top running condition Good gas mileage
FOR SALE BY OIFNER - PRICE REDUCED
Perfect for school girl
3 Bedroom, 1 3/4 Baths - Elec. Heat Pum
p $6000 354-8153
Appliances, Like New - 14'x16' Patio Deck - 18'
Octa
gon
Gaze
bo - large Outdoor Hot Tub -Plus
1987 MAZDA 323 DX 5
ray
I Bedroom Apartment, Additonal Income. 3,000
speed 49,000 miles
sq. It, Under Roof, Corner Lot in City Limits
$4 20 0
7 5 3 8 2 69
Phone 753-4873
762-3106

•

"
•

.

Services
Offered
1988 16ft ALUMACRAFT
with 35hp Johnson motor
Call 759-1929 after
4 30pm

•

•
'

530

1987 OLDS Delta 88 Fully
equipped Must sell best
offer 753-5211

••••

•

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Ser‘ice
Get Your Home
Ready For Spring!
Miller Air Conditioners
. Doors & Windows
Viny Underpinning
White & Silver Roofs
Shingled Roofs
Floor Repair. Anchoring, Decks, Room Enclosure, Carpon
Ph. (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 S. Hate!

Best Prices
*Quality Result. *

WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435-4169
WILL do yard work and odd
lobs of any kind No job too
small 759-4401
WILL mow lawns Dependable Free estimates Re
ferences 436-5443

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No lob to large or to small
474-2300
YARD work mowing and
painting Free estimates
753-8463 after 3 30pm

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaning servicing $15 most repairs
135, all brands 3rd Street
2 le yr cats spayed &
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5
declawed Litter box & food
Mon -Fri 753 0530
To a good home 759-4501

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

•Drop by & see our showroom ,
SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-594C

409

I MI
44.

HOME PLUS INCOME
Delightful 8 room. alum. sided ranch -style
d home
with new cent gas heat and air. In rear yard is a cozy
4
room furnished cottage - produces excellent incom
e.
Don't pass-up this optri-tunity!'54,500. MLS 2855
,

Kopperud Realty

711 Main St.

753-1222

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:

The Housing Authority of Fulton,
Kentucky is accepting applicants to
fill the position of Executive Director. This position will be responsible
for the administration of the Housing
Authority's 220 unit complex and
will work at the direction of the
Housing Authority Board of Commissioners, appointed by the
Mayor. Requirements of the position are,(1) a degree from a college
or university in Business Administration, Political Science or a
closely related field or (2) at least
five years of management administration or any equivalent combination of training and experience
which provides the required knowledge, skills and abilities. Salary
depending upon qualifications.
Send detailed resume by April 30th
to: Chairman, Housing Authority of
Fulton, 200 North Highland Drive,
Fulton, Kentucky, 42041.

Roy Hill

(502) 759-4664

APPLIANCE REPAIR

YARD SALE

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

n•le ilcusing Atilhore of Fur& is an Souai 0>ocranis
Employer

Murray Fire Extinguisher
Sales & Service

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

•

Now that we are entering our "garage sale sea
son," we
want you to be informed on our policies.

We do work 2 days in advance to better
serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m.
on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are
$7.50
per day.
For assistance call. 753-1916 or come by

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Mti
Ledger & Times classified department
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Excellent

Relatives say police didn't do enough
to protect woman killed by husband

HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) - ley, 2, who were not in the house
Police failed to adequately protect
at the time. /
a 23-year-old Henderson woman
Lt. Bob Meatows of the Henderwho was killed by her husband on son police defende
d the departSunday - just two days after she
ment's handling of the protective
was granted a protective order by a order. He said the
family's comjudge. her relatives contend.
plaints are to be expected "when
Marla Payne had told the court
you have such serious results."
earlier that her husband, Wendell,
"We did everything we could do
had thrown her out of the house
with the laws we have to enforce."
and threatened to shoot me when
Meadows said.
he finds me."
He said he did not know whether
The night the order was granted, the protective order
had been
Wendell Payne went to his in-laws' served on Wendell
Payne at the
house Friday and threatened to kill time police stopped
him in his car
his wife, their two children and at about 9:30
p.m. CST Friday.
himself, relatives said. They said Court records
show the sheriff's
they called the police, but he left department served
Payne with the
'before they arrived.
order on Friday. but do not indicate
Marla Payne's brother, Damon
a time.
McCormick, said Wendell Payne
In the protective order issued
had a gun, but police said they.
stopped him later, searched his car
and found no weapon.
"If they had picked him up, my
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
mother and sister would be alive,"
Federal
Aviation Administration
McCormick said.
wants higher standards in the hirWendell Payne. 23, killed hk
wife and her mother. Lavita Septer. ing, training and performance of
airline and airport security.
42, and then committed suicide at
personnel.
the couple's home in Henderson
The agency also proposed Monafter the wife went home to get
day that each airport designate a
clothes, police said. The couple had
security coordinator to monitor all
two children: William, 1, and Ashsecurity related activities and to act
as a contact point for the FAA.
Under the proposed new standards, people who screen passen-

The Kentucky Music Educators Association Region I bands
competed in the March 26 Concert Festital
held at Paducah Tilghman Auditorium and were judged on tone,
intonat
sight-reading. Performing "Cimmarron Oterture" by Mark William ion, interpretation, technique and
s and "Irish Interlude" by Ikarren
Barker, the Calloway County Middle School Band earned an excelle
nt rating. "The students hate worked
hard to receite this type of recognition from the state
music educators and we are proud of the student's
accomplishments." according to director Gary Mullins.

that revolves around the Kennedy
family
that the incident did
take place on their property...
The Palm Beach Post reported
today that Sen. Edward Kennedy.
D-Niass., spent the weekend in
town and on Friday visited Au Bar.
a Palm Beach lounge, with his son
Patrick and nephew William Kennedy Smith.
He has absolutely no involvement in the alleged incident,- said
Paul Donovan. the senator's press
secretary. Kennedy learned of the
incident Monday, and police didn't
ask him for a statement. Donovan
said.
Police interviewed employees at
the iour.e on Monday. the SunSentinel of Fort Lauderdale

to identify the
-sear-od woman said
a.m. Saturday.
t...:-...acted police that
a!-tC771,-',17.
H..mana Hospital.
'4 7. 7C/1: nc w as 'treated for minor
7 _7:CS, police said in a statement
an allegation until we
the facts." said police
Crai•g. Gunkel. The
that we can sa‘

Patrick Kennedy, 24. is a member of the Rhode Island Hou'Se - Of
Representatives and the youngest
of Kennedy's three children.
Smith. 30. is the son of Kennedy's older sister Jean Kennedy
Smith and the late Stephen Smith.
a businessman and family adviser
Gunkel wouldn't say whether the
assault occurred in the
Mediterranean-style Kennedy mansion or on the grounds of the seaside estate, Gunkel said.
The S3 million compound. La
Guenda, served as a winter White
House for John F. Kennedy three
decades ago and had been used by
Rose Kennedy. the family matriarch. until her health declined
recently.

Injured woman begins cave retreat
N.M.
A
broke her
into the nation's
Cac dragged her.Operung
-•

said Carlsbad Caverns National Pails Ranger
Bill Justice. "She's not moving at
a rapid pace for a caver. but she's
moving ate-a rapid -pace for a
woman with a broken leg.Park officials_anci cave experi:.
worked in the meantime to set up
nus and pulleys to help lift her
_. The rescue could take three
1.• they said.
s!y was in a horizontal seeat
to 2 miles away
.ne entrance of the cave -- a
ng, rocky shaft about 1.000
•
.She will have to move
• hozontally until she's

'rier

-...
t:eep. - about
Caverns.
a 101 more Wan

Trial for man accused
of kidnapping postponed
CINCNN ATI AP - Tnal
sCs:.

Winston-Salem. N.C., the next day.
The girl was taken from a motel
in Chesapeake. where, she and her
family lived. Barrett had staved at
the motel before the child's
disappearance.
Barrett was profiled on the television show "America's Most
Wanted- last August and was
arrested after a three-month search

.1;7 7,
.
-

Ohio girl w no •.;
wandering a day later in
-:n Caro ::-.a
7C71 Barrett Jr.. 44. of Flore--e Ky
as 10 have gone on
before U.S.
Rabin in Cincinnati
postponed the trial
speciiallsts av a federal
.n Butner, N.C., have not
:•••••chiatric testing of
a- ....de to the judge said
arre,ted ifl Versall.ec.
0.1 2: on a charge
`,1 "Sue Ferguson ,.
17 The g.7
A ..- 7. g under an
•••:.

In addition to the federal kidnapping charge. Barrett alsci faces state
ii:tnaTpx.g and rape charges in
Oh."-.1 stern:7.'7g from the incident

•
_•,4;•;.
•

•-•
•

*.‘ • •-•••

..

•'•

Other proposed requirements are
the ability to speak. read and write
English. good eyesight and hearing.
good color perception and physical
dexterity.
Successful completion of training courses would be required for
continued employment.

Neartv- 80'.• of Amen(a's.tputh ha‘t• tried 1111( it drags by aff 2.5.

WASHINGTON 1AP) - House
members who spurn another term
- or simply get defeated next year
- can leave Congress with a s...bstantial pension increase. thank.
the 29.5 percent pay• ra•se
ers gave themselves for :9.4
And House merr..•.•-• A
serving before 198(i t:aii
with a second bench:
convert any leftover cai•
to personal use.
The pension increase is iritia
by the _rake that hoo.1c,;
members. salaries from $.9(x0•• •
S125.100 this year.
Pension calculations
f.
members are based :
average of the
highest-salaried years.
salary increase for :991 and •H
provides a bit., jurno
.
to which they are
Members of Congr,:collecting a pens.or,
with 25 years of
50 with 20 years , • sar%
'
62. rnerr.bers
sears of serv...
The right to
campaign mone_y
persdnai
available to 11,...,1:
/4
erc in office here Jan. s

America's Other Liar Is Still Raging .11 Home.

"I get my
self-esteem
from drugs.
I'm looking
for a second
chance."
Ow

Hot% Carr lte Respond lb The Challenges hit it Our low
h
artorr6I Debate Begins April 10. 1991 At 8p.m. E S.F. '011 PBS.•

to 7.--:07-;t:

rner..-c•
S41
•i
to their per,
C

Etto:t
frie..4444.

•-6L.

\FOP F

Parker Ford says "Thanks."
Our salute to the U.S. Armed Forces.

"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swa!lcor

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whttnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP)- The
cril•irrnan of the Kentucky Republican Party says House. Speaker Don
Blandford violated campaignfinalce laws prior to the 1990 general eieettem by spending his
money to support another
candidate.
In a letter to the Kentucky Registry of Election Finance on Monday. Robert Gable said Blandford
paid for two advertisements in the
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer in
support of the campaign of fellow
Democrat Louis Johnson.
Blandford was unopposed last
year while Johnson ran against
Republican Ron Roark in the 14th
District. Both Blandford and Johnson represent Daviess County.
The advertisements are signed by
Blandford and indicate they were
paid for by the candidate. But
Gable charged they were clearly
directed at the Johnson-Roark race
and did not include a proper disclaimer that included the address of
the person paying for the ad.
Blandford could not be reached
for comment.

•
•-

•• • •

Denny sa.d M,
in gooe
spirits •'other than t7.0
she's in
obvious pain." The temperature
iThid th-e-cave is a constant 65
degrees, with the humidity 95
percent
Once she reaches the snait.
rescuers must maneuver her
through its obstacles. said Rick
Bridges, president of the Lechuguilla Cave Project Inc.. a nonprofit organization elablished
explore the cave.
At one point. the
woman will have H.
straight up for 150 feet.
she will have to be.pullee
Ckhat he called "squeezeways.
Among other o,̀...acitis shaft are a precitascent. and 10•z •
that rescuers plan
over.- Bridges

House members
will get pension
hikes from raise

gers and their carry-on luggage
,vould be required to have at least a
high school degree or its
equivalent.

C494C

Republican chief
charges Blandford
\vith violating law

.,:••

beneath the vert ,: •
Bc:A-aen
•
trett,..•
terra -..
..t: - deep
pas.
patnways w.t:. eeep
dropoffs on either side and tight
tunnels, said park ranger Jeff
Denny.
Dr. Steve NI•ossberg. a physician
from Parkersburg; W.Va.. who was
part of the expedition. remained
with M. cy.
'-.C:ng given
food. A al.7
.'s A pararne:....
into Inc ca‘,L!

Marla Payne had petitioned the
court for the order the day before,
saying her husband had "smacked
me and pulled my hair and threwme out of the house," Henderson
County court records show.
Relatives said they repeatedly
called the police during the
weekend because Wendell Payne
was driving by his wife's parents'
house, where she was staying,
threatening to kill her and himself.
They said he also called them frequently. making the same threats.

FAA proposes higher standards

Woman reports assault at Kennedy's
- PALM BEACH. Fla. (AP) Police V• ere investigating a
woman's report that she was sexy assaulted Easter weekend at
•- Kennedy family •s compound.
some Kennedy•s spent the
hares were immedi-

Friday by District Judge Harvey
Ershig, Wendell Payne was
instructed to leave their house, to
not damage their property, and to
not commit "further acts of violence or abuse."

-DINNER SPECIALS-

b%fter 4 p.m.1

Log
Ceibrn

Mon. - Salisbury Steak
Tue. - Center Cut Pork Chops
Wed. - 11 oz. Co. Fried Steak
Thurs.- Baked Va. Ham
12th &
Fri. - Country Ham
Sycamore Sat. - Fned Chick
en_
OPF:N
Sun. - Chicken Livers
6 am.- 10 p.m.
Served with Salad, Choice of Potato arid
Daii
" ow Homemade Rolls

3.95
3.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
2.95

Announcing the Ford Military
Appreciation Purchase Program.
Right mik% %.-e re offering all United
L,tates active-dut\ military personnol
or their spousos substantial savings ott
the Manufacturer's L;uggested Retail
Price on an new. 1990, 1991 or 1992
Ford, Mercury, or Lincoln car or any
Ford light truck through F-1-i0 series
pickups and the Econoline van.

-..• CIO

Ross Insurance Agency

And,only one vehicle can he pur-

thased per household.
n u k•orcl Siilitary Appreciation Purchase Program P., °.L."°x ot saying_
thanks. .C.ti cl1rIll.' in and '
,,ly -You're
welcome.'" II FORD

-;,•1
•, ; • ••:.•

MERCURY
LINCOLN

To be eligible, just prove your activeduty military status as of March 1,
1991. You must take delivery of.your
new vehicle by December 31, 1991.

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th &

Main

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St., Murray

7534489

753-5273
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